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DECISION, ORDER AND PARTIAL DISMISSAL

The following complaints were filed  with the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations as indicated: Case Nos. MPP-12,785, March 14, 1990 by Lisa Turner; MPP-
12,806, March 20, 1990 by the National Association of Government Employees, (NAGE);
MPP-12,990, June 5, 1990 by Barbara Peruta; MPP-13,038, June 27, 1990 by National
Association of Municipal Employees (NAME) Local Rl-159; MPP-13,047, June 15, 1990 by
Barbara Peruta; MPP-13,067, July 11, 1990 by Diana Watters; MPP-13,075, July 16, 1990
by Susan Archer; MPP-13,691 April 18, 1991 by the National Association of Government
Employees, (NAGE). These complaints alleged a variety of violations of the Municipal
Employee Relations Act (the Act or MERA) by the Town of Bloomfield (the Town).

On September 3, 1991, the National Association of Government Employees filed an
amended complaint in all cases, consolidating all of the above-referenced cases with some
clarifications and additional allegations. It is that amended complaint which was heard and
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which forms the basis for this decision. The individual complainants have stated that their
original complaints have been subsumed in the single document filed on September 3, 1991
by NAGE as the amended complaint. The substance of these allegations is that during and
after the NAGE organizational campaign, the Town interfered with, restrained, and coerced
employees Lisa Turner, Barbara Peru&t,  Fran Wiggins, Diana Watters, and Susan Archer;
and that due to their union activities, the Town retaliated against certain of these employees
by various actions including discipline and layoff.

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the matter came before the
Labor Board for a hearing. The hearing was held on eleven days as follows: September 5,
November 26, December 3 in 1991; January 13, January 17, May 6, May 28, August 24,
September 2, October 7 in 1992; January 20, 1993.

At the hearing, all parties were represented, allowed to present testimony, examine
and cross-examine witnesses and present evidence and argument. Both parties filed briefs,
the last of which was received by the Labor Board on August 30, 1993.

Based on the entire record before us, we make the following Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law. We dismiss certain allegations of the complaint and issue an order with
respect to other allegations.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The Town is an employer within the meaning of the Act.

2 . NAGE, Local Rl-159 is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act.
Following a campaign conducted in late 1989 and early 1990, NAGE was certified on
July 31, 1990 as the exclusive bargaining representative of a unit of all full-time Town Hall
employees.

3 . In the spring and summer of 1989, certain employees of the Town began investigating the
prospect of bringing in a union to represent various employees in certain departments located
in Town Hall.

4 . In the fall of 1989 the effort became more tangible and led to an organizational meeting
of NAGE with employees held on November 28, 1989. Town Manager Gary Stenhouse
permitted employees to use Town facilities for this organizational meeting, with the proviso
that it be held after working hours.

5 . Among the key employees in the organizational drive for NAGE were Diana Watters,
Barbara Peru@  Fran Wiggins and Sue Brown (who resigned from Town employment some
time late 1989 or early 1991).
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6 . Throughout the month of December, 1989 and throughout the first half of 1990, a heated
union campaign took place among professional/technical employees in the Town Hall.

7 . On December 12, 1989, Town Manager Stenhouse addressed employees at a meeting and
followed up with a letter of December 15, 1989 (Ex. 36). The letter expressed Stenhouse’s
view that a union was not needed for these employees, given their excellent job security, fair
compensation and fair benefit packages. The letter detailed Stenhouse’s view on this issue,
but neither the letter nor Stenhouse’s comments at the meeting contained any threats,
interference or coercion.

8. The Union campaign continued through December, January, and February, and was
marked by factions being formed among employees who became increasingly suspicious of
one another. Friction and mistrust between the factions were intense throughout the
campaign, and much of this friction continued to the time of the hearings herein.

9 . On February 23, 1990, NAGE filed with the State Board of Labor Relations its petition
for representation of the Town Hall employees.

10. On April 27, 1990, following a conference with the parties, administrative staff of the
Labor Board recommended that an election be held among Town Hall employees, with
certain stated exclusions. The parties agreed to exclude as a confidential employee the
executive secretary to the Town Manager, a position then held by Bainie Wild. (Ex. 46)

11. On May 3, 1990, Stenhouse sent a second letter to employees concerning the issue of
union organization. Again Stenhouse expressed his belief that a union was not necessary,
emphasizing the employees’ existing job security and high pay. He also emphasized that the
decision belonged to employees, and that “the most important thing you can do is vote one
way or the other”. The letter contained no threats, coercion or interference. (Ex. 37)

12. On May 10, 1990, Stenhouse notified employees of the date of the upcoming election,
stated that employees had asked him if they could put up anti-union posters, but announced
that there would be no posters allowed, either for or against the union. (Ex. 58)

13. On June 1, 1990, Stenhouse sent another letter to employees concerning the upcoming
election scheduled for June 5, 1990. In this letter, Stenhouse outlined voting procedures and
the negotiation or arbitration process which would follow a union victory; he commented on
the consequence of a union loss, and gave data and commentary concerning the union dues
structure. The letter contained no threats, coercion or interference. (Ex. 39)

14. On June 5, 1990, the election was held, and NAGE won by a vote of 14 to 11. NAGE
was certified on July 31, 1990 as the bargaining representative of all full-time town hall
employees. Town of BZoomfidd,  Decision No. 2831 (1990).



15. On August 2, 1990, NAGE notified Stenhouse of the following temporary officers:
Peru@  Watters, Wiggins, and Williams. NAGE also informed Stenhouse that Peruta,
Watters, and Williams were members of the negotiating team, and proposed dates in the
latter half of August, 1990 to commence negotiations. (Ex. 40)

16. Negotiations began and led to issuance of a factfinder’s report the following year, on
October 11, 1991. The parties agreed the report would be binding, and they executed it as a
contract on October 24, 1991. (Ex. 22)

17. On December 5, 1990, Stenhouse issued 1991-1992 budget guidelines to management
employees and notified them that staff reductions would be necessary and would be made
through a combination of retirements, vacancies and even layoffs. The memorandum noted
the absence of any real growth in revenues, the existence of “built-in” budget increases
amounting to 10 percent over the past year, and the irresponsibility of a 10 percent budget
increase. Stenhouse explained that the Town Council’s budget goal appeared to be
approximately a 2 percent increase. Stenhouse set forth the need for stringent measures, and
explained his intent to present a 4 percent budget to the Council, which would, in turn, have
to exercise its policy-making role to determine where it wanted further cuts. (Ex. 61)

18. On March 1, 1991, Stenhouse presented a memorandum to the Town Council outlining
his budget approach for FY 1991-1992. He set forth several measures which would be
taken, noting the Council’s consensus during meetings in the past November concerning the
need for implementing layoffs, keeping vacancies unfilled, and eliminating or reducing
certain services. He concluded that in order to meet budget goals, there would be layoffs
and “some services, particularly those of an administrative nature and those tied to
construction and the economy, will be reduced”. Stenhouse stated that across-the-board cuts
would be inappropriate due to differences in the importance of various services. He also
explained that the budget proposals assumed a reduction in State aid by one-third ($2.3
million). Accompanying documents reflect that single family housing construction had
plummeted (220 units in 1987, 66 in 1988, 16 in 1989, and 17 in 1990). His proposed
budget reflected 7 percent reduction in administration, 2.9 percent in facilities management,
and 5 percent in leisure services.

19. With his memorandum, Stenhouse presented a proposed budget to the Town Council in
March 1991 which represented a 2.5 percent increase in spending over the 1990-1991
budget, and specified elimination of approximately fifteen employees. The Council reduced
Stenhouse’s proposed budget significantly, to the point that the approved Town budget
reflected a $50,000 reduction from the 1990-1991 budget, as well as the elimination of about
2 1 positions.

20. As of these budget events on March 1, 1991 and thereafter negotiations with NAGE
were ongoing.
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21. The final Town budget approved in May 1991 provided for the elimination of the
following positions:

By attrition (5): personnel officer, police dispatcher, two police officers; the
accountant position (to be vacated in January 1992 due to retirement) was to be left
unfilled until June 1992.

By layoff (16): civil engineer, library clerks (8),  building inspector, part-time public
relations assistant, parts runner, and the four clerical positions at issue herein (clerk
typist [Lisa Turner] Building Department, clerk typist [Diana Watters] Health
Department, records secretary [Susan Archer] and clerical employee [Fran Wiggins]
Town Clerk’s Office).

22. Of the 16 positions slated for layoff, all were actually laid off except: the building
inspector (Schuett) who resigned and found other employment before the effective date of
layoff, and the parts runner. Of the 16 positions, 9 (the 8 library clerks and the public
relations assistant) were part-time. Of those actually laid off, only 5 were full-time jobs - the
civil engineer and the 4 clerical employees at issue herein. (A custodian (Richard Dzis) was
also laid off, but he was returned to work shortly thereafter.)

23. On April 1, Diana Watters was told by her supervisor, Robert Sanbom, that her job was
safe. Later that day at the Town Council’s budget hearing, Sanborn submitted his plan to cut
Watters to 8 hours per week. (See details below.)

24. On April 22, 1991, the Town Council met and discussed the possibility of furloughs,
layoffs, personnel reduction, and concessions. Stenhouse stated that the concessions should
not be limited to furloughs, and that he would be open to exploring any areas in which the
same amount of money could be saved by reducing staff. The council adjourned to executive
session for further discussion, and after exiting executive session voted unanimously “that the
Town Manager be directed to contact employee union and non-union employees for
discussion regarding possible concessions for restoration of positions being eliminated in the
FY 1991-1992 budget”.

25. On May 2, 1991, “concession” talks took place between NAGE and Stenhouse with
respect to the Town Council’s idea that the union make concessions in return for avoiding
layoffs. The talks did not yield agreement.

26. By letter of June 4, 1991, Stenhouse notified Watters that her hours were reduced from
3 5 t o 7 hours per week, effective June 28, 1991.

27. The majority of layoffs were effective July 1, 1991.

28. On June 20, 1991, Stenhouse sent a memorandum to the Town Council in which he
referred to the eliminations and reductions, and noted the absence of any recall provisions in
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the Town’s personnel rules. He informed them that negotiations concerning a collective
bargaining agreement covering many of the affected employees were underway and might
result in recall provisions. Stenhouse further recommended that for a one-year period the
Town waive its affirmative action advertising requirements and first try to fill vacancies in
classifications by testing only those staff on layoff, before advertising the opening to the
public. (Ex.  63). (The Town’s affirmative action policy required advertising vacancies.)

29. On July 29, a subcommittee of the Council discussed a layoff and recall policy.
(Ex. 72). Part of the discussion occurred in open session. Another part, including a
discussion of the proposals in ongoing contract negotiations, took place in Executive Session.
In September 1991, the Town requested a legal opinion about its ability to use temporary
employees from an outside agency and whether it could ask the agency to refer a laid off
employee. (Ex.  56)

30. Also at the subcommittee’s July 29 meeting, Stenhouse sought approval, in principle, of
his proposal to transfer part-time salary funds from the Health Department’s 1991-1992
budget (earmarked for Watters’ 7 hour clerk typist work) to the Library’s budget (for
transfer of Watters’ seven hours). The Subcommittee did not recommend this move.

31. On July 30, Watters, who had been working 7 hours per week, was laid off. The layoff
notice stated she was laid off “due to lack of work in the Health Department and an inability
to place you in another department”. (Ex. 43)

32. The first hearing in the instant case was held on September 5, 1991. Thereafter, the
parties executed the facttinder’s report as a contract on October 23, 1991, for the term July
1, 1990 through June 30, 1993.

THE SUPERVISORY STATUS OF BAINIE WILD

33. Bainie Wild held the position of Executive Secretary to the Town Manager from 1989
up until January 1991. At that time her title was changed to Executive Assistant, but
apparently her duties remained essentially the same. Her duties included handling the
administrative work for the Town Manager and the Assistant Town Manager, scheduling
meetings, correspondence, research and writing. She also provided assistance to the Town
Council and the Mayor. Much of Wild’s work was clerical, including typing and filing.

34. Wild also supervised the recording secretary, Susan Archer, as reflected in Archer’s job
description. (Ex. 75). Wild also supervised the switchboard operator, Barbara Peruta. Wild
was responsible for delegating work to Archer and Peruta and was responsible for the
adequacy and completeness of their work product. On a daily basis, Archer and Peruta
reported solely to Wild, who authorized their time off, performed their probationary
evaluations and issued several letters of criticism or formal reprimand to Archer. Ninety
percent of Wild’s time was spent on her own clerical/administrative tasks, including the
various supervisory functions of assessing performances, monitoring hours, attendance, and
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the whereabouts of employees, preparing letters of warning and reprimand, meeting with
employees and preparing for and participating in the disciplinary hearings including Archer
and Peruta. Ten percent of Wild’s time was actually spent reviewing Susan Archer’s
minutes.

35. As Executive Secretary to the Town Manager, Wild was excluded from the bargaining
unit as a confidential employee. She was aware that at the start of the organizing effort,
union supporters felt she should be excluded. She learned that her exclusion as a confidential
was a possibility as of the first informal conference with the Labor Board staff on April 11,
1990. By the time of the Assistant Agent’s recommendations for an election dated April 27,
1990, the parties had agreed to her exclusion as a confidential employee, and Wild was
aware of that exclusion.

36. During at least January, February, and March 1990, prior to being formally excluded
from the unit, Wild did discuss the pros and cons of unionization with Peruta, Archer and
other employees. She emphasized concerns about loss of flexibility, in matters such as break
times, doctors’ appointments, etc., which she observed were restricted in,  other bargaining
units in Bloomfield where there was already a union.

THE SUPERVISORY STATUS OF ROBERT SANBORN

37. Robert Sanbom was the Director of Health, and was in charge of the Health
Department. Within his department were a health inspector, a public health nurse, a
part-time recycling coordinator and the clerk-typist position (which was eliminated in the
summer of 1991).

38. The clerk typist reported directly to Sanbom. Sanborn reported directly to Town
Manager S tenhouse.

39. In the spring of 1991, Sanbom’s duties included formulating the budget for his
department and making a written and oral presentation to the Town Council concerning
proposed budget cuts.’

40. In the summer of 1991, he made a decision not to use Watters for the 7 hours per week
to which she was reduced following approval of the 1991-1992 budget.

1 Sanbom did not testify, and further details concerning his duties and responsibilities were not
introduced into evidence.
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THE ALLEGED HARASSMENT. INTIMIDATION AND DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
LISA TURNER

41. Lisa Turner worked as a Clerk Typist in the Building and Land Use Departments from
1986 until she was laid off by the Town, effective July 1, 1991. Her salary was split equally
between those two departments.

42. Turner’s initial union-related activities occurred in July and August 1989, when she
attended several meetings with various unions which made presentations at meetings of Town
employees.

43. In November 1989, Turner became involved in the efforts of NAGE to organize Town
Hall workers. She began passing out NAGE literature, attending union meetings, and urging
people to vote for the Union.

44. Turner’s supervisor, Director of Planning, Tom Hooper, heard Turner express strong
pro-union sentiments, and he knew that Turner associated with other pro-union employees.
Turner was well-known among her co-workers as closely associated with the pro-union
faction of employees.

45. Turner’s initial evaluation, upon completing her probationary period in April 1987,
contained all satisfactory and outstanding assessments.

46. On October 3, 1989, Hooper issued a memorandum to Turner regarding: (a) what he
described as a “recent outburst”, and (b) her failure to obey his request that she enter his
office to discuss an issue involving medical leave. At issue was an incident when Turner
yelled at Hooper concerning his request that she schedule her medical appointments at the
beginning or end of the day. The memorandum referred to three prior occasions in which
her outbursts had been noted as unacceptable, and noted that this “type of behavior will not
be tolerated in the future”. This memorandum was issued prior to Turner engaging in any
union activity other than attendance at the initial meetings in the summer, and well before the
NAGE meeting in November, 1989.

47. On March 7, 1990, an incident occurred between Turner and employee Muriel Barrett
in which Turner spoke very harshly with Barrett in response to what Turner took as a racial
slight in the workplace. The incident occurred when Barrett gave some very minor
paperwork to another employee in Turner’s office instead of asking Turner to handle the
matter. Barrett’s choice of the employee to whom she gave the paperwork was a product of
circumstances and not motivated by any hostility toward Turner. During this incident and its
aftermath, Turner shouted at Barrett and slammed a door in anger. Barrett was a
non-supervisory employee who served as the assistant to the Finance Director.

48. Initially, Hooper asked Turner to meet with him concerning the incident, but Tuner
refused to meet without employee Edith Latney present. At this time, neither NAGE nor any
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union was the collective bargaining representative of Town Hall employees, and Latney’s
proposed presence was not as a Union representative.

49. Shortly after the Barrett incident, Hooper and Personnel Officer Adele Wright met with
Turner in the presence of Edith Latney, to discuss the incident. During the meeting, Turner
commented that she was not for or against the Union, but that she would be glad when it was
over. Wright responded to the effect that it would be a relief to everyone concerned when
the issue was decided; that once it was over, they could resume their normal lives. (Tr. 82;
X, 185)

50. On March 9, 1990, Hooper issued a letter of reprimand to Turner regarding the Barrett
incident, citing her reaction as disruptive and inappropriate. He noted that her initial refusal
to meet with him without co-worker Latney present was insubordination. Hooper stated that
this was Turner’s last warning concerning this disruptive type of behavior and
insubordination, and that the next episode would result in suspension or possible dismissal.
(Ex. 9). This letter was issued a couple of weeks after NAGE filed its representation
petition with the Labor Board, but long before the direction of an election.

51. Sometime in or about May, 1990, during an office discussion, Hooper made a comment
in Turner’s presence that if the Union went through, employees might have to pay for some
of their benefits or they might lose their benefits. (Tr. 84)

52. Another supervisor, Building Official Bill Boyers told Turner that he was in a union
when he worked for the City of Hartford, and that when he was getting laid off, the union
didn’t help him. This statement was not threatening or coercive.

53. In May, 1990, about a month before the election of the Union, Turner solicited and
received favorable general letters of recommendation from the Town Clerk and from
Building Official Boyers. (Tr. I, 32; 52)

54. On several occasions in 1990 and 1991, Turner complained to Hooper about the way
she was being treated by her co-workers.
anti-Union employees.

Turner believed she was being shunned by

55. On November 1, 1990, due to strained relations and conflict between Turner and her
co-workers, Hooper sent a memorandum to Turner concerning her “office behavior”. (Ex
1). In his memorandum, Hooper was very critical of Turner’s behavior, which he itemized
in detail. Among numerous points, he referred to incidents when Turner had challenged or
failed to do assignments. He noted Turner’s claim that she was being harassed by way of
assignments by non-supervisory co-workers. He also noted that Turner had been extremely
sensitive about comments of co-workers, who had thus been avoiding Turner for fear of her
overreaction. He again characterized the behavior as disruptive, noted his numerous past
discussions on these points, stated that she still “failed to grasp the basic concepts of job
responsibility and authority within the office” and stressed the need for her to work within
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the established framework. He stated that if she found that organizational framework
unacceptable, she should reconsider her continued employment. He warned Turner that
continued disruption of the office would not be tolerated.

56. The concerns voiced by Hooper in the November 1, 1990 memorandum were based on
his view of her work performance and were not motivated by anti-union animus.

57. On or about early January , 1991, having heard of possible layoffs, Turner asked
Hooper for a copy of the draft budget materials affecting her position. The Town obtained a
legal opinion that a draft should not be released. Turner was told that it would not be
provided due to the possibility that incorrect data could be released, since revisions are often
made in a department’s submission prior to development of the final budget submitted to the
Town Council. She was told that the final proposed budget would be released to her.

58. On January 18, 1991, Hooper issued to Turner a final warning concerning work
performance and insubordination. (Ex. 3). The warning was precipitated by an incident
when co-worker Gloria Jackson, a senior clerical staff member, had instructed Turner to sign
a document rather than Jackson, since Jackson believed her signing might constitute a
conflict of interest. Turner failed to do so, and claimed she had forgotten, and then objected
again that Jackson should issue assignments in writing. In the memorandum, Hooper focused
on the need for Turner to take direction from Gloria Jackson as the senior clerical staff
member. Hooper stressed that two earlier memos had dealt with responsibility issues, and
that this was a final warning.

59. Hooper’s January 18 warning to Turner was based on his assessment of her work
performance, not on any anti-union reasons.

60. On January 27, 1991, a lawyer retained by Turner sent a lengthy letter to Hooper
demanding retraction of the January warning, and accusing the Town of anti-union animus
and mismanagement.

61. In the first few months of 1991, Hooper was working on a directive to reduce his
department’s budget, initially by 5 percent over the preceding year, and later by additional
amounts. The building department’s business had been dramatically reduced by a drastic
reduction in building work within the Town. Hooper identified layoffs as the only workable
mechanism to reduce his budget. He concluded that he could run the office with only two
clerical workers. Accordingly, Hooper submitted a final proposal to layoff Turner and to
“not fill” a position of assistant building official. He identified Turner for layoff from
among three clerical employees, after considering their skills. The two employees (an
administrative assistant and an administrative clerk) had more skills and greater seniority than
Turner, who was a clerk typist. She did not have the skills to perform their duties, but they
were able to assume her duties, and did so.
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62. The decision to layoff Turner was formalized by the vote of the Town Council in April,
1991 approving the budget without Turner’s position.

63. On April 5, 1991, an incident occurred in which Turner left work early after notifying
Hooper that she was not feeling well. Three hours later Turner reported to another part-time
job at a local nursing home. Turner observed Hooper driving through the nursing home
parking lot as she reported to work. Hooper did not discuss this situation with her at this
time or discipline her.

64. On June 4, 1991, Turner received official notice of her layoff to be effective June 28,
1991. The notice specified that she was terminated due to elimination of her position based
on the absence of funding in the budget.

65. At the end of fiscal year 1991-1992, the year during which Turner’s layoff was
effective, there was a surplus in Hooper’s department of between $20,000 and $30,000.

THE ALLEGED INTIMIDATION AND COERCION AND LAYOFF OF FRAN WIGGINS

66. Fran Wiggins was a clerk typist I who worked for the Town since April, 1989 until her
notice of layoff effective July 1, 1991.

67. Wiggins worked in the Town Clerk’s office with two other clerical employees.

68. Wiggins’ union activities commenced in the summer of 1989 with attendance at the
meetings concerning the general topic of unionization.

69. With respect to the NAGE campaign, her involvement began with attendance at the first
NAGE meeting on November 28, 1989. Thereafter, she spoke with employees about the
benefits of unionization, answered questions, researched issues, and handed out information.
Wiggins spoke openly about the Union in her work area, which was a central location
frequented by many employees.

70. In July 1990, after the election in which the Union was voted in, Wiggins was appointed
acting secretary and treasurer of the local Union and served in those positions until regular
officers were elected. She was a member of the executive committee. Wiggins then served
on the negotiating committee, which began negotiations in September, 1990. Wiggins was
elected as a union steward, and in that capacity she processed grievances, including those of
Susan Archer in the first half of 1991. She also handled a grievance for Gloria Jackson prior
to the Union election.

71. At some point prior to the 1991 layoffs, Wiggins also spoke to the Town Council on
behalf of the Union.
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72. On March 1, 1991, moments before a previously scheduled contract negotiating session
with Town Manager Gary Stenhouse, Town Clerk Alice Williams spoke to Wiggins.
Williams stated that she had been informed recently by Stenhouse that her (Wiggins’)
position would be cut as of June 28th. Williams did not state when Stenhouse had informed
her of this. Wiggins then went to the negotiating session, which dealt with benefits and
layoffs. There Stenhouse stated that it would be a good idea if the Union’s negotiating
committee recommended that the members take a pay freeze in order to curtail the layoffs.
(The Union did not ultimately agree to a pay freeze or other concessions.)

73. As indicated, Wiggins was later laid off effective June 28, 1991, with the explanation
from Williams that the position would not be available because of the budget. The two other
clericals  in the Town Clerk’s office were retained.

74. The Town Clerk’s office was identified by management as one of the areas for cuts in
personnel. One factor in this decision was a reduction in land transactions and recordings.
All three clerical employees in that department were excellent workers.

75. The text of the 1991-1992 budget identified the drop in land recordings as a factor in the
reduction in staff but acknowledged that the reduction of staff would still impact services.

76. In the fall of 1992, Wiggins was utilized as a temporary employee for several weeks
during the presidential election process. She was sought out by Williams because Wiggins
was already trained in election matters.

THE ALLEGED HARASSMENT. INTIMIDATION AND DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
SUSAN ARCHER

77. Susan Archer was employed by the town as a recording secretary from September, 1989
until her layoff effective July 1, 1991. She was reemployed by the Town as of January,
1993 in the personnel office.

78. Archer’s primary duties between 1989 and 1991 were to prepare and distribute minutes
of the Council meetings. This required both attendance at the meetings and subsequent
preparation of the minutes. Archer also filed and indexed the minutes, photocopied, typed
correspondence, provided switchboard backup, and sorted mail.

79. Near the start of her employment in 1989, Archer attended meetings at which several
unions spoke to employees about unionizing. She first became involved in activities on
behalf of NAGE in May 1990, about three months after the filing of the petition by NAGE.
At this time, her activity consisted of speaking in support of NAGE among existing union
supporters. By this time, she had become close friends with those co-workers who were the
principal organizers. She did not become involved in more overt union activity until after
she was appointed acting secretary for the Union in or about May, 1991.
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80. Archer’s immediate supervisor was Executive Secretary Bainie Wild. Wild believed that
Archer was a strong pro-union employee, even prior to the June, 1990 election, and
considered her to be part of the organizational group with which Archer associated. Archer
was also identified as a union organizer and supporter by various co-workers, Supervisor
Thomas Hooper and Town Manager Gary Stenhouse.

81. Prior to her involvement in support of the union, Archer received her first evaluation at
the end of her six-month probationary period. The evaluation was generally favorable, but
did imply that there were areas where progress was expected with time. (Ex. 51)

82. In March or April of 1990, Supervisor Wild began criticizing Archer with respect to the
typing and filing of minutes of the Council meetings. Wild suggested that Archer develop a
checklist to help both of them keep track of the status of the minutes.

83. In or about late April, 1990, Wild spoke to Archer, asking her opinions about unions
and whether or not unions enhance the workplace. Wild’s inquiry was made during a
meeting in Wild’s office. She asked this on many other occasions as well. Frequently she
called Archer into her office alone to discuss work performance, and then changed the
subject to the unionization issue; on one such occasion Wild told Archer that she was
concerned that if the Union went through, employees would lose their flexibility, such as
with respect to leave for medical appointments, and commented that they would definitely not
get a pay increase.

84. On May 14, 1990, Wild called Archer into her office to discuss Archer’s work, and
during the meeting she made statements that different people in the Town Hall were forming
friendships based upon their opinions about the union, that this bothered her, and that she
couldn’t wait until “all this” was over.

85. On May 14, 1990, Wild issued her first written criticism of Archer’s performance,
following discussions with Stenhouse and Assistant Town Manager Keith Harrigan. Harrigan
recommended that she send a letter setting forth the requirements of Archer’s work.
(Ex. 17). In this memorandum, Wild noted that there was a legal requirement that minutes
be transcribed within five days of the Council meetings, but that as of May 4, 1990 the latest
draft of minutes was for the meeting of March 14, 1990. Wild set forth a strong statement
of the importance of the timely filing of the minutes, and enumerated the approach she
expected Archer to take to remedy the deficiency. Wild invited “frank and open discussion”
of Archer’s job performance and expectations. Also Wild stressed that it was a very serious
problem and that if improvement was not shown, further action might be necessary.

86. During the month of June 1990, Archer was required by Wild to log her tasks every 15
minutes. Such a log had never been required of employees in the past. Wild never collected
the log at the end of June. Wild never made any further comment about it nor referenced it.
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87. On June 28, 1990, Wild told Archer she was dissatisfied with her work and felt that the
reason she wasn’t getting her work completed was because of union activities and all the
dissension in the Town Hall. Wild asked Archer if co-worker Barbara Peruta was interfering
with getting her work done. Archer said no. Wild replied that if it was because of Peruta,
she would put a stop to that right away.

88. On July 11, 1990, five weeks after the union election, Wild issued another letter to
Archer which served as a letter of reprimand. (Ex. 12). The letter noted two incidents: (1)
Archer’s sending out letters, which incorrectly referenced dates on which the Council had
appointed committee members despite instructions to correct the date and assurances to Wild
that the corrections had been made; and (2) Archer’s claimed failure to give minutes to
Council members in advance of their meeting, despite having told Wild that the minutes had
been given out. After the letter of reprimand was sent, Wild told Archer that she believed
Archer had lied to her when she said the corrections had been made, and that was the real
problem; there was no trust between them.

89. Archer had erroneously sent the letters with the incorrect date, thinking that she had
made the correction. With respect to the distribution of minutes, Archer simply told Wild
that copies of the minutes had been made, which Wild misunderstood to mean that they had
been distributed. Archer assumed Wild would distribute them as she (Archer) was going.’ to
be out a day from work.

90. On July 18, 1990, Wild severely criticized Archer for eavesdropping, when Archer had
really just been joking with a co-worker and pretending to eavesdrop. When Wild observed
Archer with her hand and ear up to an office wall in which a meeting was ongoing, it
appeared at first glance that Archer was eavesdropping.

91. Subsequently, between July, 1990 and December, 1990 there were many occasions when
Wild orally expressed dissatisfaction with Archer’s performance.

92. The next written expression of dissatisfaction was a letter of reprimand dated December
7, 1990, concerning errors made by Archer which resulted in the Town failing to meet the
statutory requirements for proper notice of a special meeting of the Ethics Commission, and
failure to cancel a regular meeting scheduled for December 4. On November 27, Archer had
told Wild that she was confused concerning a number of requests of the Commission, a
commission she had not previously worked for. Archer had understood from their
conversation that Wild was going to review the tape recording of the meeting and take care
of things, and that Archer did not have to review it. Wild believed she had instructed
Archer to review the tape. After days passed without that review, on December 4 Wild went
over Archer’s notes and discovered that the notes plainly referred to the need to cancel the
regular meeting of December 4 and hold a meeting on December 3. By this time it was too
late to do anything about these meetings.
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93. Throughout this period, Wild was very critical of Archer concerning numerous smaller
incidents. For example, she harshly criticized Archer for (1) the way a message was taken
(which was done correctly but misunderstood by Wild), and (2) laughing at Wild, when in
fact Archer was laughing at a comment on the audiotape she was transcribing. In both of
these instances, it appeared initially that there was a basis to criticize Archer, but Wild
reacted intensely before obtaining all the facts.

94. There was great tension between Wild and Archer during this period, and during these
events they stopped talking to each other and began to communicate entirely in writing.
Town Manager Stenhouse and Assistant Manager Harrigan were aware of the breakdown in
communication. Stenhouse took no specific action. Harrigan suggested a meeting to try to
resolve all the conflicts, but no meeting was held.

95. Between December 1990 and February, 1991, there were many occasions when Wild
criticized Archer’s performance.

96. On February 8, 1991, Wild sent Archer another letter concerning claimed errors. The
letter centered on the failure of Archer to send copies of the January 14 meeting minutes to
the Council. Archer had placed a draft of the minutes on Wild’s desk, and waited for Wild
to return the draft in edited form as was customary. Normally, Archer then copied and
distributed the edited draft to Council members. In this instance, Archer did not receive the
edited version back from Wild. Archer then chose not to contact Wild concerning the
missing draft, and instead let the distribution deadline pass without comment. (Wild claimed
she had never been given a draft.)

97. The February 8 letter also referred to the continued unavailability of the minutes of
January 14, as well as to Archer’s failure to complete another assignment.

98. In the February 8 letter, Wild notified Archer of her intention to consider institution of
serious discipline based on the matters raised, but advised that she was giving Archer one
more opportunity to give her side of the story. She advised Archer of a meeting for that
purpose and gave her the time of the meeting to be held in Wild’s office. Wild also stated
that she had brought the matter to the attention of her superiors and the Deputy Town
Attorney. (Ex. 14)

99. When Archer arrived for the meeting, she discovered that a hearing was to be conducted
regarding her work performance. When the Union learned that a hearing was being
conducted it contested Wild’s authority to issue discipline. As a result of that challenge, the
hearing was conducted by Assistant Town Manager Keith Harrigan, who conducted it as
what the Town called a “fair hearing” under Section 1983 of the Civil Rights Act.

100. The hearing before Harrigan was conducted in Council Chambers. Witnesses were
sworn and the proceeding was recorded. Attorney Bessie Bennett represented the Town.
Wild served as a witness. Archer was represented by Union counsel.
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101. At the hearing before Harrigan, Bennett and Wild set forth the allegations concerning
all the memoranda and letters issued to Archer over the previous year. Wild recommended
Archer’s termination. Facts were elicited concerning the breakdown in communication
between Wild and Archer and their use of written memoranda as a substitute for
conversation. At the hearing, Wild conveyed that she was disturbed by, and felt betrayed
by, certain conduct of Archer’s. Specifically, she cited the fact that Archer shared with
Peruta and other co-workers the contents of her “private” discussions with Archer
concerning Archer’s work performance and work-related issues.

102. Harrigan issued a report and decision. He focused on the conflicting accounts, but
stressed the clear cut evidence concerning the end result, i.e., that deadlines were missed for
a meeting notice and for distribution of minutes. He stated:

“What we have here is a total breakdown in communication and a war of wills. It is
quite clear that Mrs. Wild is looking over Ms. Archer’s shoulders and directing her.
Ms. Archer is responding by only acting when she is explicitly told to do so. It is
conceivable that the minutes were placed on Mrs. Wild’s desk and when she did not
respond to Ms. Archer with the corrections, Ms. Archer took the attitude that she had
fulfilled her responsibilities. She did not feel obligated to follow-up and inquire about
the status of the draft copy. Conversely, Mrs. Wild did not inquire as to the status of
the minutes prior to the deadline.

Coupled with the tension in the office, this wait and see approach provides fertile
ground for missed communications and deadlines while both parties wait for the other
to act.

If this office is going to function properly, there has to be some reconciliation. Mrs.
Wild referred to the confidentiality issue in her testimony, but I think she means trust.
There is a low level of trust on both sides and that leads to a reduced level of mutual
respect, hence little or no communication.” (Ex. 15)

103. In his report Harrigan recommended that Archer receive a one-day suspension, and that
Wild attend supervisory training courses. (Ex. 15). This recommendation was appealed to
Town Manager Gary Stenhouse, who accepted Harrigan’s recommendations. Wild did attend
the courses. As of the hearings herein, Archer’s suspension had not been implemented, and
had been held in abeyance pending grievance arbitration.

104. Long after the spring of 1991, and as of the Labor Board hearing of August 24, 1992,
Wild was still distressed that the contents of the “private” discussions with Archer concerning
Archer’s work performance and work-related issues had been shared with Peruta and other
co-workers. Wild considered this a breach of confidence and a betrayal. She took the
position that she could have fired Archer for that conduct.

105.  On June 28, Archer received official notice of layoff, effective July 1,
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106. Archer’s work, with respect to preparation and distribution of minutes, was assumed
by Wild.

THE ALLEGED HARASSMENT. INTIMIDATION AND DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
BARBARA PERUTA

107. Barbara Peruta has worked as a switchboard operator (retitled Communications
Coordinator) since 1987, and has worked under the supervision of Executive
Secretary/Executive Assistant Bainie Wild. Peruta’s duties include operating the switchboard
for the Town offices, as well as sorting and processing mail.

108. Peruta’s union activities on behalf of NAGE began in November, 1989. She attended
NAGE meetings, distributed literature, solicited union cards, and was outspoken on behalf of
NAGE among her co-workers. She was one of the principal organizers. She served as the
Union’s “observer” at the election. After the Union was voted in during June, 1990, Peruta
was appointed acting Union president and thereafter became a member of the contract
negotiating team.

109. Peruta’s pro-union stance was open and well-known. She was identified by numerous
co-workers as a union organizer and supporter. In a letter to the editor in the Hartford
Courant, a co-worker who opposed unionization accused Peruta of having a vendetta against
Town Manager Stenhouse. Wild expressly identified Peruta as being strongly pro-union and
spoke to Archer about whether Peruta was distracting Archer from her work with union
matters.

110. Prior to the late winter of 1991, Peruta had an excellent work record. Her evaluations
were generally outstanding. She received regular salary increases, as well as some
accelerated increases associated with superior performance. Prior to the Union campaign,
she received several acknowledgements of excellent performance and initiative. (Exs. 23E,
23F,  231, 23J). In March, 1989, Wild recommended that Peruta be given an extra salary
step increase in addition to her regular increase, noting that Peruta was a “loyal and
innovative employee . . . ” who on her own had taken over the coordination of refuse
complaints previously handled by Wild and the Assistant Town Manager.

111. In September, 1989, Peruta received another extra step increase, as recommended and
approved by Town Manager Stenhouse.

112. Beginning shortly after the November, 1989 onset of union organization, Wild started
to monitor Per-ma’s  whereabouts, as well as the time she left and returned for breaks and
lunch. On one occasion, when Peruta was five minutes late returning from break, she
received a memorandum from Wild stating that Wild would let the tardiness go on this one
occasion, but in the future she would act upon it. On another occasion Peruta reported less
than a minute late in the morning, and Wild approached her, pointed out her tardiness, and
marked the tardiness on the calendar, resulting in a forfeiture of a half-day of “perfect
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attendance”, a benefit then enjoyed by unit employees. However, on May 11, 1990, an
incident of tardiness did not result in a warning or discipline. Specifically, Peruta reported
back from a dentist’s appointment twenty minutes later than she had told Wild she would be.
Wild had to cancel an appointment of her own to provide switchboard coverage.

113. In December of 1989, Assistant Manager Keith Harrigan told Peruta that Stenhouse
and Wild couldn’t understand how Peruta could do this, how she could want to support a
union.

114. In April or May, 1990, the month before the election, Wild spoke to Peruta about
unionization, indicating that she didn’t know why they needed a union. She commented
about the possible lack of flexibility if the Union came in particularly with respect to their
existing privileges, e.g., their present two hours for medical appointments.

115. On May 18, 1990, Stenhouse met with Peruta and told her that he did not think it was
a very good idea for her to go into Ms. Wild’s office any longer because there was a lot of
confidential material in there, especially a lot of union “stuff”, and that Peruta should notify
someone if she had to go in the office. He also said that if the union came through, she
would probably be moved out of the office (i.e., the Town Manager’s area) because that was
strictly management and he expected a lot of hostility later on.

116. During late fall, 1990 and early January, 1991, the Town Manager’s area repeatedly
experienced a powerful chemical odor that was very disruptive of operations. At this time,
Harrigan told Peruta that Stenhouse and Wild thought that Susan Archer and Peruta were
responsible for the odor.

117. Over many months, communications broke down between Wild and Peruta to the point
that as of the late winter of 1991, there was very little oral communication between them.

118. On February 8, 1991, Wild sent Peruta a letter referring to a date in December, 1990
when Peruta had requested leave for a medical appointment, and noting that Wild had
information that Peruta used this time for other reasons. In the letter, Wild went on to note
that if this was true it was a serious violation of the Town Rules and Regulations, and further
action under those rules would be taken. The letter advised Peruta that a meeting would be
held in her office on February 18, and that Peruta could be represented by an attorney or a
union official.

119. When Peruta arrived for this meeting, she discovered that it was a formal hearing, with
sworn testimony, a tape recorder, and presentations by management. At this meeting, Wild
also sought to use the hearing process to inquire of Peruta as to the reasons for other leave
for medical appointments, to determine their legitimacy. Hearing Officer Harrigan did not
permit that inquiry, and confined the hearing to the issue of Peruta’s absence on
December 12, 1990.
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120. The hearing proceeded with extensive presentations by Attorney Bennett on behalf of
the Town and with Wild as a witness. Peruta was represented by union counsel. Wild gave
testimony about the issue of medical leave and also about the fact that Peruta no longer
communicated with her. Wild requested termination of Peruta, emphasizing that their
relationship had broken down irretrievably.

121. At the hearing before Harrigan, Peruta stated that she had, in fact, had a dentist visit
planned for the morning of December 12 and had so notified Wild. However, she testified
before Harrigan that late in the day on December 11 her attorney advised her that she had to
be present in court on the morning of December 12. She admitted that she then did not go
to the dentist, but went to court on a personal matter. She did not make any change in her
request for, or report of, leave time.

122. Subsequent to the hearing, Harrigan issued his decision recommending that: (1) Peruta
return her pay for the one and one-half hours she had taken as leave for the medical
appointment, and (2) that a warning letter be placed in her file stating that if a similar
incident occurred within a year, further disciplinary action would be taken and her past
pattern of use of leave for medical appointments would be reviewed.

123. Peruta appealed Harrigan’s recommendation to Town Manager Stenhouse, who upheld
the recommendation. The matter was then appealed to arbitration by the Union, and the
appeal was pending as of the last hearing herein.

124. Peruta’s presence in Court was observed by Town Attorney Bessie Bennett on
December 12, 1990. However, Bennett and Wild did not draw a connection between the
request for leave and the court appearance until early February, 1991 when they were
meeting concerning potential workers’ compensation claims related to the chemical odor
experienced over the winter.

125. At some point after the hearing before Harrigan, Peruta asked Harrigan if she was
going to be terminated. Harrigan replied that he knew exactly what was going on, and that
he was a fair man.

126. In May, 1991, amid rumors of layoff, Peruta asked Harrigan about her position and
Archer’s position. Harrigan said that positions would be affected and most likely there
would be a position in her office that would be eliminated. When Peruta asked if he could
tell her who had said that, Harrigan stated that Gary Stenhouse had left it up to Wild, and
Wild had told Stenhouse she could not make up her mind, “so get rid of both of them”.

127. Peruta was not laid off, and retained her employment.
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THE ALLEGED HARASSMENT INTIMIDATION AND DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
DIANA WATTERS

128. Diana Watters worked as a clerk typist for the Town from 1979 until her layoff on
July 30, 1991. At the time of the events leading to her layoff she was employed in the
Health Department and worked under the supervision of Robert Sanbom.

129. In 1983 and 1985, Watters was involved in unsuccessful efforts to unionize the
professional/technical employees of the Town.

130. In March 1989, she and co-worker Sue Brown began gathering information concerning
women’s rights in the workplace, unionization in general, and features of various specific
unions. They prepared information packets about unionized employees in other towns.

131. The organizing employees eventually focused on NAGE, with whom an initial
employee meeting was held on November 28, 1989. Watters was active in preparing packets
of information and encouraging attendance at that meeting. At that meeting, she was vocal
on behalf of unionization. She also met with the NAGE director on several occasions.
Watters was vocal at subsequent organizational meetings. On break time, she advocated on
behalf of NAGE among her co-workers.

132. Watters’ major role in unionization was well-known to management representatives,
who consistently named her as among the principal pro-union employees.

133. After the Union was voted in (June, 1990),  Watters was appointed to the position of
acting vice-president of her local and became a member of the Union negotiating team, both
facts being known to management.

134. On December 12, Stenhouse met with employees concerning unionization. Watters
missed the meeting due to a doctor’s appointment.

135. The next day, Bob Sanbom, Watters supervisor, called Watters into his office and
asked her questions about how she felt about the Union. He asked if she was involved in the
Union, and stated that he had heard rumors that she was the person behind organizing the
Union. He also stated that if the Union came in, he would not be able to approve her
doctor’s appointment as he had in the past.

136. On May 30, 1990, Stenhouse wrote a memo to Sanbom concerning an incident in
which Wild had observed Watters arriving 25 minutes late to work, which meant the Health
Department did not open and a customer was kept waiting. However, Sanbom wrote back to
Stenhouse, explaining that Watters had been given permission to go to a medical
appointment, and that it was the employee filling in for her who had failed to notify the
switchboard when she (that employee) had to leave to go to a work meeting.
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137. In or about the beginning of June, 1990, Sanborn again spoke to Watters about
unionization. He referred to losing medical benefits. He said she would have to co-pay her
medical insurance. He spoke about that being costly since she was a single parent and her
son was on her medical policy. Sanbom indicated to her that she would not continue to have
the job flexibility she has and that she would not have the existing two-hour allowance for
doctors’ appointments. Sanbom then criticized her for coming in late the previous day, and
also advised her to stop her involvement in the union organizing effort. He asked if she was
going to continue to be involved in the union, and asked if she planned on remaining in
office as acting vice-president. Sanbom asked if she was going to run for office, and if she
was going to be the union steward. He then commented that it seemed as if people came
into her office all the time, and said that he wanted her to curtail that activity. He stated that
she was not allowed to have friends in the office and that Stenhouse advised him that she was
not to be seen in the hallway talking to other employees. He told her that she was
particularly advised to stay away from the ladies’ room and the Town Manager’s office.

138. During the end of June, 1990, Sanbom again spoke to Watters shortly after she
received a phone call from her son about his broken down car. He stated that when the
union goes through, she would not be able to have any personal calls. She asked him
whether that would be true in an emergency, and he said no phone calls would be allowed.

139. During the month of July, 1990, Sanborn spoke to her on more than one occasion
concerning the union. He stated that she was being watched and monitored, that she might
lose her job and that he would certainly hate to see that happen since he had a son in college
and colleges were so expensive. He also made criticisms about her hair cut and her
personality.

140. At the beginning of August, 1990, Sanbom criticized the way Watters handled the
phone and the way she handled people coming into the office. During the month of August,
he repeatedly criticized Watters, including about being too clean and neat, and about being a
hypochondriac.

141. Sometime in February or March, 1991, Watters typed up the proposed budget for the
Health Department, and included therein was a suggestion that the Health Department reduce
its budget by $33,000 in order to comply with a zero percent increase. Sanbom wrote a
memorandum setting forth the option to reduce the Clerk Typist II (Watters) to a part-time
position, possibly 20 hours per week with the other 15 hours picked up by some other
department or departments.

142. Upon reading the above, Watters requested a meeting with Sanborn, who finally met
with her several weeks later, in late March, 1991. At that time Watters asked Sanbom if her
job was in jeopardy, and he said no. He again described a probable sharing arrangement
with 20 hours in the Health Department and 15 in other departments. He stated that she
would not lose her medical benefits.
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143. On April 1, 1991, a hearing on the proposed budget was held for the evening. At
4:45  p.m. on April 1, Watters went to Sanbom and told him she was going to be at the
budget hearing and again asked him if her job was in jeopardy. Sanbom replied that her job
was not in jeopardy and referred to having met with Stenhouse a month before, at which
time Stenhouse had accepted the arrangement of 20 hours for Watters in Sanborn’s
department and 15 hours in another department.

144. Watters attended the budget hearing that night. At that meeting, when Sanbom
reviewed the proposal for his department, he recommended that the Clerk Typist II position
be reduced to 8-10  hours per week. Stenhouse recommended 8 hours to the Council, and
that recommendation was adopted by the Council.

145. On June 4, 1991, Watters was notified by letter that effective June 28, her hours would
be reduced from 35 to 7, with the following explanation:

The reason for this is that the FY 1991-1992 budget, as adopted by the Town
Council, does not contain sufficient funding to retain your present hours and given the
needs of the Town, the hours are reduced accordingly.

At the present time, the needs of the Town indicate that you will be scheduled to
work a full day each Monday to cover this period. This will be reviewed on a
periodic basis and if the needs of the Town should change, then the hours of work for
that position will change accordingly.

She was also told that she could decline this 7 hour position without jeopardizing her
eligibility for unemployment compensation.

146. On July 17, 1991, an informal conference was held concerning the prohibited practice
complaints initially filed herein by the employees, including Watters, who claimed they were
being harassed, intimidated and coerced for engaging in union activities. The informal
conference was conducted by an Assistant Agent of the Labor Board. Representatives from
Town and the Union were there, as well as the involved employees. Watters was outspoken
at that meeting.

147. Later on July 17, Stenhouse circulated a memorandum to Department Heads advising
that the Health Department did not need the 7 hours of clerical help assigned to it in the
budget, and that if any department needed the hours, to so notify him. One department
(library) vigorously requested the help, and another indicated that they just needed a few
hours filing help on a one-time basis.

148. The proposal to transfer part-time salary funds from the Health Department budget
(i.e., Watters reduced hours) to the Public Library budget was brought to a subcommittee of
the Town Council on July 29, 1991. According to the minutes of that meeting, Stenhouse
explained that the Director of Health did not need the position. One councilman questioned
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how a determination was made that the part-time position was not necessary after only 29
days of the fiscal year. The Subcommittee declined to recommend this action to the full
Council.

149. On July 30, 1991, Harrigan, as Acting Personnel Officer, advised Watters that her
remaining seven hours was cut to zero, “due to lack of work in the Health Department and
an inability to place you in another department”. (Ex. 43)

150. Prior to 1991, reductions in hours had not been utilized as a cost-savings measure.

151. The Town has not presented any evidence concerning the allocation of work and
workload subsequent to the reduction in Watters’ hours, or to establish why its initial
allocation of 7 hours to Watters proved to be “unnecessary”.

THE USE OF TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES

152. In the summer and fall of 1992, over a year after the layoffs, five “temporary”
employees were employed by the Town, in the following positions:

Town Clerk’s Office
Clerk - 4 - 6 weeks at 19 hours per week - to assist with
Presidential election

Assessor’s Office
Clerk I - answering phones for a short period while grand list
was composed

Finance Office
Finance Director - a non-unit accounting position filled on a
temporary basis by recently retired director Muriel Barrett

Police Department
Secretary to Chief - (bargaining unit position) - temporary
employee used to fill in during terminal illness of incumbent; in
December 1992, following death of incumbent, position posted
within unit

Personnel Department - temporary word processor, a position allegedly
outside the bargaining unit

153. The position in the Town Clerk’s office was filled on a temporary basis by laid off
employee Fran Wiggins, whose service was requested by the Town Clerk due to her prior
election experience.
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154. The position of Finance Director was not a unit position, and no unit employees were
qualified to fill it.

155. The temporary position in the Assessor’s office was within the capability of the laid off
Clerk Typists (Watters, Turner, Archer, Wiggins), although it was a lower grade than they
had held. The position was very short term.

156. The position of secretary to the police chief was posted within the unit for bids in
December 1992, and Union officials were aware of it. Eventually, after the internal posting,
Watters was notified by the Town of the vacancy and invited to apply. As of the time of the
hearings herein, she was an applicant and was being required to take a typing test.

157. The clerical position in the Personnel Division was filled initially by a temporary
worker and then, as of January 19, 1993, by laid off employee Archer. The certification of
the Union excludes from the unit the secretary to the Personnel Director.

158. In December 1992, Watters was offered a temporary position in the tax collector’s
office for 12 hours per week.

159. The Union filed separate prohibited practices concerning the use of these temporary
employees.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Bainie Wild was a supervisor within the meaning of the Act at all times material to the
instant case.

2 . Robert Sanbom was a supervisor within the meaning of the Act at all times material to
the instant case.

3. Thomas Hooper was a supervisor within the meaning of the Act at all times material to
the instant case.

4 . The statements of Thomas Hooper to Lisa Turner concerning the possible consequences
of unionization did not constitute illegal threats, intimidation or coercionand did not violate
the Act.

5 . The statement of Building Official Bill Boyer to Turner about his union experience did
not constitute an illegal threat, intimidation or coercion and did not violate the Act.

6 . The evidence is insufficient to establish that the various letters of warning and reprimand
issued to Lisa Turner constituted discrimination due to Turner’s union or other protected
concerted activities.
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7 . The evidence is insufficient to establish that the layoff of Lisa Turner was in retaliation
for her union or other protected, concerted activities.

8 . The evidence is insufficient to establish that the timing of notification of Fran Wiggins’
layoff was a tactic to gain concessions and, therefore, no prohibited practice has been
proven.

9 . The layoff of Fran Wiggins was in retaliation for her union or protected concerted
activities.

10. The following acts of the Town constitute interference with the employees’ rights under
the MERA and discrimination against Susan Archer because of her pro-union or presumed
pro-union activities: (1) Wild’s creation of an intimidating work environment for Susan
Archer, (2) Wild’s recommendation that Archer be terminated, and (3) the institution of the
semi-formal hearing to address Archer’s situation.

11. Wild’s interrogation of Archer concerning her views on unionization and Wild’s
comments to Archer concerning the outcome of unionization (loss of flexibility and lack of a
pay increase) constitute intimidation and coercion given their context, i.e., the statements
were made in the isolation of Wild’s office, into which Archer had been called alone, and the
statements were made amid criticisms of Archer’s job performance.

12. The evidence fails to establish that the actual warning and reprimand letters issued to
Archer were motivated by anti-union animus, but rather the evidence indicated that they were
aimed at correcting serious deficiencies in Archer’s performance. Accordingly, the issuance
of the letters did not constitute a prohibited practice.

13. With respect to Assistant Town Manager Harrigan’s recommendation that Archer
receive a one-day suspension, and Manager Stenhouse’s affirmation thereof, the evidence is
insufficient to establish that they were motivated by anti-union animus. Therefore, these
actions did not constitute prohibited practices.

14. The layoff of Susan Archer was not motivated by anti-union animus.

15. The following acts of the Town constitute interference with employees’ rights under the
MERA and discrimination against Barbara Peruta because of her union activities: (1) Bainie
Wild’s monitoring of Peruta’s whereabouts and use of time; (2) Wild’s recommendation that
Peruta be terminated; and (3) the subjection of Peruta to an elaborate hearing concerning the
misuse of leave time.

16. Assistant Town Manager Harrigan’s recommendation that Peruta receive a written
warning, and Manager Stenhouse’s affirmation there, were not motivated by anti-union
animus and did not constitute prohibited practices.
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DISCUSSION

Before us in this case are numerous allegations of interference, coercion, intimidation,
discipline, and layoff, which the Union contends were motivated by anti-union animus.
These charges involve five employees, Lisa Turner, Fran Wiggins, Susan Archer, Barbara
Peruta and Diana Watters.

We recently summarized the mode of analysis of discrimination cases as follows in
Torrington Board of Education, Decision No. 3204 (1994):

Where a complaint alleges that employees were discriminated against in their
employment because of activity on behalf of a union, the complainant has the initial
burden of proving that the discriminatory action was taken because of these protected
activities, or at least that the protected activities were a substantial factor in bringing
about the adverse actions. Connecticut Yankee Catering Co, Inc., Decision No.
1601 (1977). Using an analytical framework such as is found in Wright Line, 251
NLRB 1083, 105 LRRM 1169 (1980),  enforced, 622 F.2d  899 (1st Cir. 1981); cert
denied, 455 U.S. 989, 102 S. Ct. 1612, we determine first whether a complainant has
established a prima facie case of discrimination. Once the prima facie case is
established, we then determine whether the employer has established an affirmative
defense thereto. Town of Greenwich, Decision No. 2257 (1983),  aff’d O’Brien v.
State Board of Labor  Relations 8 Conn. App. 57 (1986); and Town of Windsor
Locks, Decision No. 2836 (1990),  aff’d Police Department of the Town of Windsor
Locks v. Connecticut Stde Board of Labor Relations, et al, 225 Conn. 297 (1993);
SherifS’s  Department Fairfield County, Decision No. 3106-B (1993).

A prima facie case includes proof that, 1) the employee engaged in protected
concerted activities, 2) the employer had knowledge of those activities, and 3) the
employer harbored anti-union animus. See She@fSs  Department, Fairfield  County,
Decision No. 3106-B (1993),  citing Hardin,  Developing Labor Law, Third Ed (1992)
at p. 194.

Thus, our initial task here is to determine whether anti-union hostility was a
substantial, motivating factor in the conduct of the supervisors and members of management
who dealt with employees Turner, Wiggins, Archer, Peruta and Watters. To meet its initial
burden here, the Union must establish that the Town of Bloomfield, by its managers and
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supervisors, harbored animosity against an employee’s pro-union activity, and that this
animosity and anger tainted the Town’s reactions to that employee; it must establish that the
anti-union animus was a substantial, motivating factor for adverse action against the pro-
union employee. If the Union meets its burden in this regard, then the Town has the burden
of demonstrating that the discipline - or layoff - would have issued in any case.

Before turning to the allegations involving the individual employees, we address the
Union’s general claims with respect to the layoffs and to the general use of temporary
employees.

THE LAYOFFS

The Union alleges that the layoffs of Turner, Archer, Wiggins and Watters in the
summer of 1991 were motivated by anti-union animus. It argues that such is proven by
several factors, including the lack of proof of any genuine need for layoffs, the inconsistent
reasons given by the Town for identifying these employees as among those to be laid off, the
failure to recall the employees when revenues from the State increased, the use and attempted
use of temporary employees, and the evidence of strong anti-union animus and illegal
statements of supervisors concerning unionization.

We turn first to the Union’s assertion that there was no economic justification for the
layoffs in the first place. The evidence makes it clear that there were some major economic
factors which prompted the Town to respond by severe cuts: a virtual standstill in new
construction, with resulting absence of increases in municipal revenues; an expected dramatic
decrease in State revenues; escalating costs on “fixed” items which would yield a built-in
increase of $1.77 million (i.e., a 10 percent budget increase) simply to maintain existing
programs. These factors would result in an anticipated tax increase if the budget was not
cut. Also, the periodic property reevaluation was scheduled for implementation in
1991-1992. Thus, there is real evidence of economic considerations which could reasonably
be judged to require drastic budget cuts.

The facts establish that a total of twenty-one positions - both non-union and union -
were eliminated through layoff or attrition. Of these, sixteen positions were originally slated
for layoff and fourteen actually laid off.* Only four of these are at issue herein. We see no
evidence that elimination of the other, non-unit positions was fabricated or distorted to mask
the layoff of union positions.

2 Although the Union seeks to minimize the significance of some of these layoffs, for example, where
eight of those laid off were library aides, we cannot ignore the fact that these layoffs represented
reductions in services and personnel.
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In the face of concrete economic factors which could reasonably be judged to require
drastic budget cuts and in the absence of evidence of disparate treatment of union and non-
union positions, the Union’s argument concerning the claimed lack of economic justification
for layoffs comes down to a challenge to the accuracy of the Town’s assessment of its
financial condition and the wisdom of the course recommended by Stenhouse and approved
by the Town Council. We conclude that the preponderance of evidence supports the
conclusion that the Town, including the Council and Town Manager Stenhouse, held the
good faith belief that layoffs or other reductions in number of employees were necessary for
budgetary reasons.

We turn next to the Union’s claim that when the State funding far exceeded what
Stenhouse had predicted (a prediction which had played a role in the decision to eliminate
positions), the increase could and should have resulted in restoration of the positions of the
laid off employees. We first note that there is no evidence herein that non-union positions
were restored while union positions were retained in a non-funded status. Neither is there
evidence that, on an ongoing basis, operations were impossible with the reduced staffing in
the areas where the four laid off unit employees had been working. Also, Stenhouse’s
budget message to the Council on March 1, 1991 had clearly identified the plan to use any
ultimate increase in State revenue to reduce local property taxes, undoubtedly an appealing
route politically. Certainly a decision to restore those positions was possible, and perhaps
not as cumbersome procedurally as Stenhouse initially stated, but these are ultimately
questions of policy for the Council. As advocates for the interests of the employees, the
Union is entitled to urge the Town to recall the employees. However, on the facts of this
case, if the Town chose to keep staffing at existing levels, we see in this choice standing
alone no evidence of anti-union discrimination.

The Union advances a detailed, thoughtful argument that the Town’s posture, with
respect to both a recall policy and the use of temporary employees, reflects a concentrated
effort to avoid the rehiring of the laid off employees, and proves that anti-union animus
caused their layoff. It is suspicious why the Town was so strongly disinclined to simply
consider the laid off employees for recall at least for their own positions, if not for other
Town vacancies for which they were qualified. However, such a recall policy for the
employees laid off in 1991 would have constituted a new benefit; it was not in the Town’s
Personnel Rules, and the Union did not prove that recall rights had been awarded in
arbitration. Thus, there was no “right” to recall being defied by the Town. Also, it is clear
that the Town Council was concerned about violating its affirmative action advertising
requirements for vacant positions. Further, we note that Stenhouse did recommend to the
Council that it adopt a recall policy, albeit a policy encumbered by retesting procedures,
which the Union found illogical. Stenhouse’s recommendation, while it may not have been
adopted, indicates that Stenhouse was not cutting off the option of reemployment for the laid
off employees. In light of these factors, we conclude that the evidence falls short of
establishing that the Town’s lack of commitment to a full recall policy demonstrates anti-
union animus.
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With respect to the Town’s interest in the concept of using temporary employees, we
also find that the evidence falls short of establishing that its interest demonstrates anti-union
animus. In fact, the unrebutted evidence is that the concept of using temporaries was
advanced by the Mayor based on the fact that this practice was used in his own place of
outside employment; there is no evidence that he raised this approach in the context of any
anti-union discussion. The Council then requested a legal opinion as to its ability to use
temporary employees, and whether it could ask an employment agency to refer laid off
employees. The fact that the Council posed the latter question hardly demonstrates a fixed
intent not to hire laid off employees. In sum, we are unwilling to draw an inference of anti-
union animus on these facts.

We turn next to the Union’s related argument that the Town’s actual use of temporary
workers in lieu of laid off unit members indicates the Town’s desire not to use these unit
employees due to their union activities. As indicated above, there is no evidence that the
Town had any obligation under either the contract or the personnel rules to recall these
employees in lieu of hiring temporary employees. Without such a disregard of a clear
obligation, it is difficult to draw an inference that there was an ulterior motive when the
Town actually did use temporaries. Beyond this, we find the remaining evidence falls short
of demonstrating that the use of temporary employees was part of a scheme to avoid hiring
the laid off employees due to their union activities. First of all, of the five positions at issue
(see Finding of Fact No. 152),  one was, in fact, filled by a laid off unit employee (Wiggins
- in Town Clerk’s Office) and one position was clearly outside the unit and unit employees
were not qualified to fill it (Finance Director). With respect to a third position (in the
Personnel Department), the unrebutted evidence indicated that it was excluded from the
bargaining unit as a confidential position. Theoretically, that position could still have been
offered voluntarily to a laid off employee when it was first filled by the temporary worker -
in fact, as of January, 1993 it was finally given to laid off employee Arche?. With respect
to the fourth and fifth positions, i.e., the temporary position in the Assessor’s office and
position of the secretary to the police chief, the Town’s defense seems to rest simply on the
point, as referred to above, that it had no obligation to use the laid off employees, and on a
vague, unexplained claim that “had the Town applied the recall provisions of the ‘new’
contract to employees laid off before its effective date, the rights of other bargaining unit
members would have been adversely impacted. ” (Employer’s brief at p. 36). Thus, for the
three latter positions, the Town arguably could have, but chose not to, offer the positions to
the laid off employees before utilizing outside, temporary workers. We remain suspicious of
its motives in not doing so, but given the sparse and confusing facts before us as to these
positions, and the nature of the evidence we do have, we find insufficient evidence to draw
an inference of anti-union motivation from the use of those three temporary workers.

3 This action was taken after the Union had presented evidence at the hearings herein on this issue of the
use of temporary workers.
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In sum, we find the evidence as to the Town’s posture and actions as to the recall
issue and use of temporary workers falls short of demonstrating a plan to preclude
reemployment of the four laid off unit employees due to their union activities.4

Finally, the Union would have us draw an inference of anti-union motivation from the
fact that almost all the most vigorous pro-union employees, including the two principal
organizers, were among those laid off. Certainly that is circumstantial evidence which we
consider as we piece together the evidence in this case. However, given the need for
reductions and the intention to reduce staff according to Town needs and the volume of
work, we are convinced that without regard to union considerations at least some of the
departments in which these union proponents worked were slated to experience layoffs.
Since many non-union employees either had their positions eliminated or were laid off, we
do not find the circumstantial evidence that four of the strongest advocates were laid off to
be sufficient, in and of itself, to demonstrate an overall anti-union plan.

Since we do not find  the layoffs as a whole to reflect an anti-union plan, we find it
necessary to assess the basis of the selection for layoff of employees in those departments
which economics dictated would experience reductions.

We will address the individual fact situations below. At the outset, we note that the
Town’s explanations of the selection of those employees was never linked to any claimed
deficiencies in their work performance; the explanations related to entirely different factors
revolving around the individual departmental needs.

THE SUPERVISORY STATUS OF BAINIE WILD AND ROBERT SANBORN

Although Bainie Wild was formally excluded from the bargaining unit as a
confidential employee, we conclude that she was also a supervisor within the meaning of
8 7-471(2)  both when she held the position of Executive Secretary and when her title was
changed to Executive Assistant.’ We note that there is no evidence that her duties were

4 We also note that the use of the temporary employees was over a year after the layoffs, so we do not
think it proves that the claimed lack of work during the year immediately after the layoffs was a
fabrication. Rather, there is evidence that for a year the Town did without supplemental services. In
any case, the positions in the Town Clerk’s office and Assessor’s office were very short term and do
not reflect a workload at odds with the reduction in personnel.

5 Corm. Gen. Stat. $  7-417(2).  Tbe board shall have the power to determine whether a position is
covered by $9 7-467 to 7-477, inclusive, in the event of a dispute between the municipal employer and
an employee organization. In determining whether a position is supervisory the board shall consider,
among other criteria, whether the principal functions of the position are characterized by not fewer than
two of the following: (a) Performing such management control duties as scheduling, assigning,
overseeing and reviewing the work of subordinate employees; (B) performing such duties as are distinct

(continued.. .)
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materially different as assistant than as secretary.

As indicated above, Wild exercised daily, direct supervision of Peruta and Archer,
who were not directly supervised by anyone else. She was responsible for approving their
time off. She performed evaluations, recommended raises and significantly, she issued
numerous letters of criticism and reprimand. Accordingly, it is clear that she meets criteria
A of 8 7-471(2)  of the Act by “scheduling, assigning, overseeing and reviewing the work of
subordinate employees”. Additionally, her ongoing efforts to bring Archer’s work up to par
and the warning letters that she issued as part of that effort make it clear that her duties fell
within criteria D of 0 7-471(2),  i.e., “establishing or participating in the establishment of
performance standards for subordinate employees and taking corrective measures to
implement those standards”.

Furthermore, we conclude that the “principal functions” of Wild’s job were
characterized by at least these two criteria. The entire character of Wild’s testimony about
her interaction with these employees reflects that it occupied a substantial amount of her
attention and was a major responsibility. Certainly, she had a major supervisory
responsibility consisting of assessing performances, as well as monitoring hours, attendance
and the whereabouts of employees. Moreover, the entire process of addressing Archer’s
performance through letters of warning and reprimand, meeting with Archer, and
participating in the hearings involving Archer and Peruta, represented substantial
responsibilities and use of time. Thus, when Wild testified that 90 percent of her time was
spent on clerical/administrative tasks and only 10 percent on review of Archer’s minutes, we
take the “clerical/administrative tasks” to include these other supervisory functions. The fact
that the portion of supervision, which consisted of actual review of Archer’s minutes only
took up 10 percent of Wild’s time, does not detract from the significance of these other
supervisory functions. Thus, in sum, the supervision of Peruta and Archer was, in fact, one
of the significant, principal functions of Wild’s job.

We also note that the actual time spent at supervisory tasks is only one factor in our
determination of supervisory status, not the controlling one. Significantly, here the solitary
nature of the work performed by Peruta (manning a switchboard), and Archer (listening for
hours to audiotapes of Council meetings and typing minutes) meant that supervision of these
employees could not involve close interchange and oversight throughout each day.

5(.  . .continued)
and dissimilar from those performed by the employees supervised; (C) exercising judgment in adjusting
grievances, applying other established personnel policies and procedures and in enforcing the provisions
of a collective bargaining agreement; and (D) establishing or participating in the establishment of
performance standards for subordinate employees and taking corrective measures to implement those
standards. The above criteria for supervisory positions shall not necessarily apply to police or fire
departments.
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We also note that Wild was sent by management to a course to receive supervisory
instruction. Moreover, if Wild was not their statutory supervisor they would have been
largely unsupervised, since there is no evidence that they had any daily supervisory
interchange with the Town Manager.

In sum, since the principal functions of Wild’s job included responsibilities which met
at least two of the statutory criteria, she fell within the statutory definition of a supervisor.6

***

We also conclude that Robert Sanborn, the Director of Health, was a supervisor within the
meaning of the Act. We note that the Town has never claimed that he was not a supervisor,
and presented no testimony to counter that of Diana Watters concerning his duties and
responsibilities. We conclude that his supervisory status was reflected in his role formulating
the budget for his department, making a presentation to the Town Council concerning
proposed reductions, and deciding not to use Watters for the 7 hours per week which was
budgeted. Also, Watters reported directly to Sanbom, and under Sanbom’s supervision were
a health inspector, a public health nurse, and a part time recycling coordinator. Sanbom
reported directly to Town Manager Stenhouse. In view of these facts, we think it is clear
that the principal functions of his position met at least criteria A of 0 7-471(2)  “performing
such management control duties as scheduling, assigning, overseeing and reviewing the work
of subordinate employees”, and criteria D, “establishing or participating in the establishment
of performance standards for subordinate employees and taking corrective measures to
implement those standards”.

THE ALLEGATIONS INVOLVING LISA TURNER

The evidence establishes that Turner was one of the vocal, pro-union employees. Her
advocacy for the Union was well-known to her co-workers and her supervisor, Tom Hooper.
Hooper also knew of her close alignment with the pro-union group, although there is no
evidence that he or other supervisors knew she played a role in the actual organizational
activities. However, despite the proof of the Town’s knowledge of Turner’s pro-union
views, there is no evidence of any actual expression of animus against Turner’s activities.

6 Additionally, we believe that Wild was an agent of the Town regardless of whether she met the
statutory definition of “supervisor” found in 8 7-471(2).  The definition of “municipal employer” found
in $7-471 includes ” . . . person or persons designated by the municipal employer to act in its interest
in dealing with municipal employees”. Here we find that Wild was designated by the Town to
represent its interests in dealing with employees under her supervision. For example, the Town
knowingly permitting Wild to issue various warning letters, to institute disciplinary proceedings against
employees, and to work in conjunction with the Town Attorney on matters involving the employment
and discipline of her subordinates.
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Turner’s unrebutted testimony is that during the union campaign Hooper told her that
if the Union came in, employees might have to pay some of their benefits or they might lose
their benefits. However, Turner did not provide the context of the statement, and therefore,
there is no indication that it was advanced as a threat of retaliatory action. Without evidence
of a threatening context of the comment, we cannot find it to be more than a non-coercive
prediction of a possible outcome of collective bargaining and of the lack of certainty about
the ultimate configuration of employees’ working conditions. Accordingly, we do not find it
to constitute an illegal threat or coercion. Also, we credit Adele Wright’s version of her
comments to Turner about looking forward to the time the issue of unionization was resolved
and find nothing threatening in that statement.

Against this background, we consider the circumstances of (a) the series of
disciplinary measures meted out to Turner and (b) the layoff implemented in July, 1991, to
determine whether there is evidence from which to draw an inference of anti-union
motivation.

THE DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS AGAINST TURNER

We first assess the memorandum of October 3, 1989 concerning (a) Turner’s alleged
failure to obey supervisor Hooper’s request to meet with him concerning a leave issue and
(b) a related “outburst”. We credit Hooper’s account of this event. We find Turner’s
blanket denial of the incident to be incomplete. Her denial was based entirely on a claim
which avoided the substance of the accusation, i.e., her claim that an “outburst” is defined as
screaming at the top of one’s lungs, which she had not done. Thus, we are convinced that
the incident occurred. Moreover, the warning was based, in part, on the fact that similar
outbursts by Turner had occurred on three prior occasions. With respect to any claim that
the memo reflected anti-union animus, we note that as of the time it issued, Turner’s union
activity had not been pronounced, but rather was limited to attending some general meetings.
Thus, we find no basis for an inference of anti-union animus with respect to the October 3,
1989 memorandum.

We next consider the letter of reprimand concerning the incident of March 9, 1990
involving Muriel Barrett. There is no question that there was an incident. The accounts of
witnesses on which Hooper relied indicated that Turner had behaved unacceptably by
seeking out and verbally confronting Barrett concerning an earlier, minor work problem.
Thus, Hooper had evidence to support his action. While the Union argues that the Town
relied on witnesses to the incident who were biased against Turner due to their own
anti-union feelings, we note that Hooper was still acting on the best information available to
him. We see no evidence that he had any objective reason to believe their versions were all
fabricated.
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Based on the testimony of those witnesses before us, we are persuaded that at a
minimum, Turner pursued Barrett and confronted her about the earlier work problem, which,
in and of itself, was negative behavior. Moreover, Turner’s testimony before us was evasive
again, consisting of a general denial of any wrongdoing without addressing the substantive
details of the incident. In sum, the evidence indicates that Hooper issued the March 9, 1990
warning due to an assessment of the evidence before him, an assessment which was not
formed by anti-union animus.

There is another aspect of the March 9, 1990 reprimand which the Union contests,
specifically Hooper’s accusation that Turner initially refused to meet with him about the
Barrett matter without co-worker Edith Latney being present. There is no evidence that
Latney’s proposed presence was as a Union representative, and at this time neither NAGE
nor any union was the collective bargaining representative of Town Hall employees. Since
Turner, therefore, had no statutory right to Latney’s presence, any discipline tied to her
refusal to meet without Latney would not violate the Act. Also the evidence here,
particularly the nature of the other criticisms leveled against Turner in this letter, indicates
that (1) in all likelihood a warning would have been issued even without Turner’s refusal to
meet with Hooper, and (2) Hooper was not really irritated with Turner’s request for Latney’s
presence, but with the fact that on two occasions, Turner had refused to meet with him when
he felt such a meeting was necessary and required.

We turn next to Hooper’s November 1, 1990 memorandum to Turner, which warned
Turner about her conduct.7  In this memorandum Hooper focuses on claimed deficiencies of
Turner in dealing with assignments and responsibility within the organizational framework.
He also refers to her oversensitivity and overreaction to comments of coworkers, and her
related disruption of the office. Once again, beyond Turner’s blanket denial that anything in
the November 1, 1990 memorandum was true, Hooper’s claims are unrebutted.

When the memo is read in isolation, Hooper’s comments about Turner’s interactions
with co-workers could be misread to refer to disruption which was tied to the Union
campaign. However, we are persuaded by the evidence that the warning was based on
Hooper’s real concerns about Turner’s work deficiencies and was not tainted by anti-union
animus. Although Hooper’s account to us makes it clear that the strain between Turner and
her co-workers may have had its inception, in their different views on unionization, during
the election campaign, his testimony indicates that Turner carried this friction far beyond that
campaign to work issues, finally to the point it interfered with office operations.
Specifically, the evidence he presented indicates that Turner claimed that the assignments
being given by Senior Clerk Gloria Jackson constituted harassment born of hostility with
respect to the Union campaign, and that Turner then insisted that Jackson must give her
assignments in writing. (Jackson was not a management/supervisory employee.) He also
found that Turner’s view that she was being harassed led to her overreaction to her co-

7 The Union did elicit testimony and offered evidence concerning this memorandum, although the Union
does not separately address this matter in the brief.
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workers and resulted in disruption of the office. In order for work assignments to be
completed and the office to run properly, he had to issue the memorandum to Turner
insisting on a change. Once again, beyond Turner’s blanket denial that anything in the
November 1, 1990 memorandum was true, Hooper’s claims are unrebutted.

The last written reprimand was issued on January 18, 1991 (Exhibit 3). We credit
Hooper’s explanation that it was prompted by Turner’s failure to comply with a request made
by Gloria Jackson about who should sign a document. Hooper testified that Turner claimed
she had forgotten the instruction and that Jackson’s assignments should be in writing.
Hooper issued the memorandum because he felt a simple task hadn’t been done, and that had
caused “duress” on a staff member. Turner does not specifically rebut these claims other
than a blanket denial that anything in the January 18 letter of reprimand is truthful.

We can draw no inference of anti-union animus from the evidence presented. There
clearly was an incident which precipitated the memorandum, and there is no concrete rebuttal
in Turner’s testimony. The evidence establishes that problems with taking direction from
Jackson had been ongoing. Also, we reject the Union’s claim that the reprimand was issued
in response to Turner’s request, made earlier in January, for a copy of the proposed budget
reflecting proposed layoffs. Without determining if such solicitation of the budget
information was activity protected by the Act, we note that there is insufficient evidence to
link the reprimand to that request: there was no hostility expressed, and the timing of events
cannot prompt an inference of animus since the timing of the January 18 warning letter was
largely the result of the discovery of the incident involving signing of the document.

Finally, we address the April 5, 1991 incident involving Hooper being seen at the
site of Turner’s part-time job. This issue was raised by the Union in testimony, although not
in its brief. While it appears that Turner felt this was a form of surveillance or harassment,
we conclude that even assuming, without deciding, that Hooper was checking up on Turner
or following her after she left work early due to a claimed illness, there is insufficient
evidence to link that claimed “surveillance” to anti-union animus. An inference could more
easily be drawn that he doubted the legitimacy of her illness.

THE LAYOFF OF TURNER

As indicated earlier in our discussion, the Town had made a good faith decision that
there were financial reasons requiring major budget cuts, and that layoffs and attrition were
going to be one of the major avenues to realize savings. Thus, layoffs were slated and
Stenhouse, with the Council’s approval, earmarked, in particular, those departments where
activity had declined due to decreased construction and the ailing economy.

Turner worked in the Building and Land Use Departments, which had experienced a
drastic decline in the number of houses being built. Given the decision to eliminate
positions, and to do so where needs had declined, it was logical to identify employees within
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the Building and Land Use Departments. Turner’s services and salaries were shared between
these two groups (Building and Land Use). Hooper did identify two positions to be
eliminated, i.e., the Assistant Building Inspector (a non-union position which was not filled
after the incumbent resigned) and the Clerk-Typist, Turner. We have credited Hooper’s
account that he chose Turner for layoff because the two remaining clerical could perform all
of the required duties, whereas Turner was less experienced and less qualified and would not
be able to perform certain of their duties. There was no evidence introduced challenging this
assertion or demonstrating that the workload required the third clerical employee. The only
concrete evidence is that Hooper’s department had a $20,000 - $30,000 surplus at the end of
the fiscal year, but we have absolutely no evidence of the nature of that surplus or in which
budgetary area it occurred. There is simply not enough evidence to draw an inference that
the surplus demonstrates that there was no budgetary basis for the layoff and/or that the
surplus was foreseeable.

In sum, we are convinced that there would have been a clerical employee eliminated
in Hooper’s department, and that the reasons for choosing Turner were logical and
unrebutted. Accordingly, we find insufficient evidence to establish that Turner was identified
for layoff due to her union activities.

THE ALLEGATIONS INVOLVING FRAN WIGGINS

It is clear that Fran Wiggins was one of the very active pro-union employees, both in
the organizational campaign and after certification of the Union. Her role as acting Union
officer, as negotiator, and as steward representing employees with respect to grievances
certainly were well-known to the Town and continued unabated throughout the period at
issue herein. However, no Town official or supervisor had indicated animosity toward her
activities, and there is no evidence of any ongoing employment difficulties.

THE TIMING OF NOTICE OF LAYOFF

Other than her layoff, which is addressed separately below, the only incident which
the Union claims involved coercion of Wiggins involved the notice of her layoff. It is the
Union’s contention that the Town deliberately timed the oral notice of Wiggins’ layoff to be
delivered moments before the negotiation session at which Stenhouse intended to propose
concessions from the Union. In the Union’s view, the Town was hoping to gain Wiggins’
advocacy of the concessions by creating the realization that she would be among the
employees laid off if the Union did not opt for those concessions.

Certainly, the timing of the notice of layoff immediately before the negotiating session
is suspicious. However, the evidence also indicates that the timing was logical in view of the
status of budget preparations. Specifically, the Town had been working on the budget and
layoff issues in the period immediately before March 1. Stenhouse’s budget proposal and
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explanation was made to the Town Council on March 1. Thus, this informal notice of layoff
fits within that budgetary timetable. Moreover, the message was delivered by Wiggins’
immediate supervisor, and there is no evidence that this supervisor was on the Town’s
negotiating team, or had ever spoken negatively of the Union. If the notification was
intended to influence negotiations, one would expect other members of the union team to
have been notified of impending layoff as well, yet there is no evidence that such notification
occurred. Also, Wiggins was, in fact, laid off, demonstrating that the Town was not
fabricating a layoff solely as a coercive tactic. In combination, the evidence falls short of
establishing that the timing was a deliberate tactic designed to gain concessions.

THE LAYOFF OF WIGGINS

We turn then to the choice of Wiggins as the individual to be laid off in that
department. Strangely, the record does not reflect who actually made that decision, or even
who recommended it. Wiggins’ supervisor, Town Clerk Alice Williams, was not called as a
witness. Town Manager Stenhouse’s initial explanation for choosing Wiggins was that the
three clericals  in that office were all excellent, that one had to be chosen, and that Wiggins
was the least senior. He then changed that explanation before this Board, noting that
seniority was not a factor because Wiggins was the only one in that department in their
classification. This contradictory, shifting testimony leaves us without any explanation of
why Wiggins was identified for layoff. Given (1) the anti-union animus attributable to the
Town, which is demonstrated in statements of supervisors in other departments and in the
layoff of other Union adherents for discriminatory reasons, (2) the pronounced Union activity
of Wiggins, and (3) the absence of any coherent explanation for choice of Wiggins as the
employee to be laid off from the Town Clerk’s office, we conclude that the preponderance of
the evidence establishes that a substantially, motivating factor for Wiggins’ layoff was her
Union activity.

THE ALLEGED HARASSMENT, INTIMIDATION AND DISCIPLINE OF
SUSAN ARCHER

The Union’s charge amounts to a claim that Bainie Wild, Executive
Secretary/Assistant was constantly harping on relatively minor incidents involving Archer and
constantly harassed and intimidated her. It claims that these actions led to the Town
invoking the so-called “fair hearing” process, an elaborate process which was totally out of
scale with the type of failings with which Archer was charged. The Union claims that
Wild’s actions were motivated by anti-union animus and reflected anti-union sentiments of
Town Manager Stenhouse.

It is clear that Wild perceived Archer as a principal union supporter throughout the
pre- and post-election campaign, even though Archer’s actual activities were not as
pronounced as the employee organizers with whom she was closely associated. Additionally,
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we have credited Archer’s testimony that Wild interrogated her about her views on
unionization. Given Wild’s supervisory status, and given the context of this interrogation in
the isolation of Wild’s office amid criticism of Archer’s work performance, we find this to
be illegal coercion, as well as proof of anti-union animus8

We now turn to Wild’s comments about the consequences of unionization. Archer
claims that Wild said that if the union went through, she would lose her benefits and would
definitely not get a pay increase. (Tr. II, 141). Wild testified that she made comments
about a loss of flexibility in such matters as medical appointment leave. (Tr. VIII, 46). We
are dealing with fine lines and variations in wording here between these two versions.
However, the critical factor here is the context in which these comments were made to
Archer. As with the interrogation as to Archer’s sentiments on unionization, these comments
were made in an intimidating setting - in the “isolation” of Wild’s office, into which Archer
had been called alone and amidst criticism of Archer’s job performance. As such, we find
them to be intimidating and coercive. Moreover, it is important to view together the
interrogation (discussed above) and the statements; as such they reflect illegal conduct, which
demonstrates strong anti-union sentiments even if the comments might appear individually to
be more innocuous.

As we consider the evidence of all the interactions between Wild and Archer, we are
convinced that the preponderance of that evidence indicates that Wild resented the efforts of
the workers to unionize, that she strongly associated Archer with those efforts, and that made
her hostile to Archer. We are convinced that Wild’s hostility toward unionization tainted her
dealings with Archer throughout this period, and was a substantial factor in her incessant
criticism and scrutiny of Archer, harping on errors and creating an intimidating work
atmosphere. In particular, we note the repeated occasions when Wild called Archer into her
office on performance issues, but changed the subject to discuss unionization, and, in fact,
expressly questioned Archer about her union sentiments. Thus, it was Wild who merged the
issues of unionization and work performance. Also, we note that even as of the February,
1991 hearing before Harrigan, Wild harbored great resentment toward Archer for disclosing
the substance of Wild’s meetings with Archer about performance problems. Wild was very
angry that this information was relayed to Peruta and others, and again related this anger in
her testimony before this Board - in fact, she stated that she could have fired Archer for
this. Yet, what Wild considered a breach of confidentiality involved only their discussions of
performance issues, not any matters of privilege of the Town Council or Town officials.
Thus, we see Archer’s disclosure of these conversations as an element of her right to engage
in concerted activity with other workers for their mutual aid and protection, and as a critical

8 While this interrogation took place prior to the official exclusion of Wild from the bargaining unit as a
confidential employee, we do not believe that this timing of the comments insulates their coercive
nature from a finding of prohibited practice. Wild was clearly a supervisor during this period and was
held out by management as having supervisory authority. Although ultimately agreement was reached
to exclude her as a confidential employee, that does not preclude her from also being a supervisor, as
we find  was the case. (see Discussion, infra).
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component of these workers efforts to unionize. We conclude that Wild’s intense reaction to
Archer’s disclosures is tied to her resentment to the effort to unionize, and represents animus
against the union and protected concerted activities of Archer, Peruta and others.

We are convinced that Wild’s anti-union animus carried through to create the
intimidating work environment and constant criticism of Archer, where continually Archer’s
movement was subject to scrutiny, where Archer was assumed to be in the wrong before the
facts were gathered, and where shortcomings produced an intense response from Wild. As
Archer legitimately put it, she couldn’t do anything right. However, this case is complex in
that there were some serious shortcomings on Archer’s part with respect to the proper and
timely preparation and distribution of minutes. Clearly, she often was not completing and
distributing minutes on time. As time went on, she was bent on going no further than her
specific assignment, as demonstrated by her actions (such as not inquiring about the
whereabouts of her first draft in January 1991 when the deadline for submission of minutes
passed). We conclude that Wild’s anti-union animus was not a substantial factor in Wild’s
issuance of the actual letters of warning and reprimand. Even if it was a factor, Wild would
have issued those letters regardless of those sentiments, because Archer’s shortcomings
resulted in repeated failures to meet requirements concerning minutes and meetings.. On the
other hand, we find  Wild’s decision to escalate the response to Archer’s performance
problems from a “meeting” to hear her side of the story to a surprise formal hearing, at
which the Town Attorney presented a case against Archer, demonstrates a reaction to
Archer’s deficiencies so intense as to reflect some concern other than simple performance
problems. This disproportionate response indicates the anti-union resentment at the root of
conducting the hearing. We note that other than a vague reference to the personnel rules,
which were not presented in evidence and to Section 1983 of the Civil Rights Act, no
explanation was given by the Town for secretively changing the announced investigatory
meeting with Wild into a formal hearing.

In sum, we find  that (1) Wild’s creation of an intimidating work environment
characterized by constant criticism and scrutiny of Archer, (2) Wild’s recommendation that
Archer be terminated, and (3) the institution of the semi-formal hearing to address Archer’s
situation, were all substantially motivated by Wild’s anti-union animus, animus which is
attributed to the Town by virtue of Wild’s supervisory status. Moreover, we conclude that
those actions would not have been taken independent of that anti-union animus. We note that
the record evidence does not establish that Stenhouse was at the root of these actions.

However, also in summary, we conclude that the actual warning and reprimand letters
were not motivated by anti-union animus, but rather were aimed at correcting serious
deficiencies in Archer’s performance and would have issued even without the anti-union
animus. We also note that once the hearing commenced, Assistant Town Manager
Harrigan’s conduct of that hearing, and his decision to recommend a one-day suspension,
were not tainted by anti-union animus , but were tempered reactions to Archer’s performance
problems and acknowledgement of the deteriorations in Wild and Archer’s relationship,
which we do not believe he attributed primarily to anti-union animus on Wild’s part. Rather
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we believe his reasoning is accurately reflected in his memorandum, which emphasized that
the conduct of both Wild and Archer reflected a deteriorating relationship and lack of mutual
trust. Neither do we find evidence that anti-union animus was the basis of Stenhouse’s
approval of that suspension (which had not been served as of the end of the hearings herein).
Rather, Harrigan’s report and recommendations were so even-handed and thoughtful, and
reflected logical criticism of Archer’s performance, that it would have been extremely
difficult for Stenhouse to reject that logic and recommendation.

THE LAYOFF OF ARCHER

We now turn to the decision to layoff Susan Archer. The question is whether the
selection of Susan Archer as one of the employees to be laid off was tainted by the anti-union
animus which the Town had already demonstrated against Archer.

We reemphasize our conclusion that the overall decision to eliminate multiple
positions, including elimination by layoffs was not motivated by anti-union animus.
Stenhouse had to make cuts somewhere if he was to reduce personnel, the approach to which
he and the Council were committed. Concededly, the Town Manager’s office was not
directly affected by the economic downturn, and had not experienced any major reduction in
workload. However, it was still logical, and in keeping with the overall layoff program, to
reduce personnel by eliminating Archer’s position and to have Wild resume those functions,
which she had performed for five years prior to hiring Archer. Importantly, after the layoff,
Wild in fact did perform those duties, and there is no evidence that additional outside help
was used routinely to perform Archer’s work. From these facts, we cannot draw an
inference that Archer’s layoff was motivated by anti-union animus.

Certainly, the determination of the legality of Archer’s layoff presents an
exceptionally close case given the Town’s other anti-union conduct. Our dissenting colleague
focuses on the erratic explanation of Archer’s layoff which was given by Stenhouse. While
Stenhouse’s explanation was scattered as it was in Wiggins’ case, in Wiggins’ case Stenhouse
really articulated no consistent reason for the layoff at all, whereas in Archer’s case
Stenhouse articulated a logical, rational basis. Specifically, he relied on the ability to
reassign Archer’s work to Wild. While our dissenting colleague mentions that Stenhouse’s
justification of the layoff is also illogically tied to the idea that the non-clerical staff members
would be typing their own work, we find minimal relevance to this factor because it is not
clear from the sparse testimony that Stenhouse was even tying this concept to Archer’s
individual functions. It is more likely that Stenhouse was talking about ways in which Wild’s
workload could be lightened in order to accommodate her assumption of Archer’s duties, and
thus enable the Town Manager’s office to continue with one less employee.

In sum, we find insufficient evidence to establish that Archer was targeted for layoff
due to anti-union animus. Even though other actions of the Town were tainted, we believe
the Town would have laid off Archer anyway based on its need to reduce personnel.
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THE ALLEGATIONS INVOLVING BARBARA PERUTA

The Union alleges that Barbara Peruta was harassed, coerced, intimidated,
discriminated against, as well as unjustly disciplined, due to her union activities.

There is no question that Peruta was one of the most active employees on behalf of
NAGE. The Town, including Wild, was well aware of these activities. Moreover, as
discussed previously, the evidence establishes that Wild was very hostile to the unionization
effort and she clearly identified that effort with Peruta, as reflected in her testimony before
this Board and as shown by her inquiries to Archer about whether Peruta was interfering
with Archer’s work. That some of Wild’s concern was focused specifically on Peruta was
evidenced by Harrigan telling Peruta that Wild and Stenhouse had been discussing her
support of the Union and that they attributed the chemical odor problem to her and a
co-organizer.g  That Wild’s anti-union animus is focused on Peruta was also demonstrated
by the timing of other events. Specifically, shortly after the first major NAGE meeting,
Wild began monitoring Peruta’s whereabouts and punctuality, and then pounced on Peruta
for being less than a minute late on one occasion and five minutes on another occasion. This
response was completely out of keeping with the documented esteem in which Wild held
Peruta (and the related merit pay increases) prior to the advent of the union organizational
effort. In fact, we find this monitoring and negative response to constitute action taken in
retaliation for Peruta’s activities, and as such to be prohibited practices.”

9 We note that we do not read Harrigan’s relaying of these or other comments concerning the views of
Wild as being attempts to coerce or intimidate Peruta. Rather, we believe he shared the information
out of concern for Peruta and the ongoing climate. This sensitivity on Harrigan’s part is reflected in
his written report concerning Peruta and Archer, and in his focus on the breakdown in communication
between Wild and her subordinates.

We also note that while Harrigan and Wild’s versions of Harrigan’s comments differ somewhat with
respect to Harrigan telling Peruta that Stenhouse and Wild could not understand how she could support
a union, we do not find  it pivotal whether or not he actually described Wild or Stenhouse as being
“upset”. Certainly, the nature of their comments indicates that they were not pleased. Peruta also
related a conversation in which Harrigan referred to Peruta as being too opinionated and having
“slipped through” the cracks in the hiring process. The testimony does not reflect whether Harrigan
was relating his own views or the view of others in management. There was not enough evidence in
the record concerning this conversation to warrant a finding of fact.

lo We do not find Stenhouse’s comments concerning the future need to move Peruta out of the
management offices to constitute a violation, as certainly a union member would not be given access to
confidential information concerning union/management relations. Also, with respect to Wild’s
comments to Peruta concerning the consequences of unionization, we find no illegal threat of loss of
benefits. Our conclusion rests on an assessment like that involved in determining what Wild said to
Archer on this topic. Again, there is a fine line between Peruta’s version (i.e., that Wild told her that
if the Union came through, employees would probably lose a lot of their existing privileges, e.g., their
existing two hours for medical appointments) and Wild’s version that she expressed a concern regarding
lack of flexibility in matters such as medical appointments. We credit Wild’s version.
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We turn to the Union’s principal allegation involving Peru@  i.e., that in reaction to
her union activities, Peruta was subjected to the so-called “fair hearing” process and, at that
hearing, to a tirade of attacks from Attorney Bennett and Bainie Wild concerning the
December 12 absence. We believe management had every right to be concerned about
Peruta for using medical leave time for a non-medical purpose, or at least failing to correct
the leave request once the time was devoted to a non-medical purpose, and, in and of itself,
that does not reveal an anti-union motivation. We also believe that management had a right
to check public court records as part of the investigation of the attendance issue. However,
we agree with the Union that the Town’s response - i.e., Wild’s recommendation of
Peruta’s termination, and the conduct of a semi-formal hearing rather than even a
preliminary investigatory interview as had been announced is so disproportionate to the
“crime” as to show anti-union motives. In fact, despite describing the meeting as one to
discuss the matter, Wild became intent on obtaining termination, and the matter was virtually
prosecuted like a criminal proceeding. The intensity of Wild’s reaction demonstrates some
reserve of hostility that far exceeded the issue of improper reporting and use of leave time,
particularly since Wild knew the personal nature of Peruta’s absence to attend court. Wild
was unprepared to “cut any slack” for Peruta. Here, amid the admittedly complex
relationship between Wild and Peruta, we see evidence of a continuing thread of anti-union
hostility by Wild toward the anti-union effort and Peru&”  As in Archer’s case we also
note the absence of any concrete valid explanation for the decision to hold a formal hearing.

However, we again find Harrigan’s actual conclusions and the recommended
discipline to be temperate reactions in keeping with Peruta’s offense rather than
disproportionate reactions betraying anti-union motivation. Harrigan’s opinion reflects an
objective analysis of the events involving Peruta’s use of leave time and failure to inform the
Town of the truth as to the use of that time. Certainly, an employer faced with misuse of
leave must take action, and Harrigan’s reaction was temperate, sensitive to the unusual
circumstances, and in keeping with modem labor relations practices of corrective discipline.
By the same token, we do not find Stenhouse’s ultimate acceptance of Harrigan’s rational
response to be motivated by anti-union animus.

In sum, Wild’s elevation of the Peruta attendance matter to the recommendation of
termination, and the Town’s subjection of Peruta to the elaborate “fair hearing” constituted
actions motivated in substantial part by anti-union animus. Further, the Town has not met its
burden of establishing that it would have recommended termination and utilized that hearing
process even without those anti-union motivations. However, we conclude that Harrigan’s
recommendation of repayment of the missed work-time and a warning letter were not
motivated by anti-union animus, nor was Stenhouse’s affirmation thereof. Also, we note that

” We acknowledge, as the Union argues, that Wild and Bennett have given somewhat different accounts
of how they discovered impropriety in Peruta’s excuse for the absence of December 12. However, by
either account we are convinced that Bennett’s discovery involved a certain amount of chance and did
not occur until approximately early February.
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Wild’s monitoring of Per-ma’s  whereabouts, and use of time prior to her February, 1991
communications, was motivated by anti-union animus.

THE ALLEGATIONS INVOLVING DIANA WATTERS

The Union alleges that Diana Watters was repeatedly interrogated and threatened by
her supervisor, Health Director Bob Sanbom, and was monitored by Town Manager
Stenhouse. Moreover, they allege that Watters’ hours were reduced, and she was ultimately
laid off, due to her union activities.

Watters was one of the principal union organizers and remained very active as an
appointed officer and as a member of the negotiating team after the union was elected in
June, 1990. Her advocacy for the union was very open and within the knowledge of the
supervisors and management of the Town.

Watters’ testimony was completely unrebutted concerning Sanbom’s interrogation
about her union activities and his threats of loss of benefits, and overall creation of an
intimidating atmosphere. Sanbom did not appear as a witness. We credit this unrebutted
testimony. l2 We have considered the Town’s argument that Watters and other employees’
accounts were distorted by their mistaken view that any unsolicited comments by
management concerning the merits of unionization were illegal. While we agree that this
misconception could have made them overreact to statements made to them, we note that
does not require us to conclude that none of the alleged comments took place. Had Sanbom
testified, and had his version of various statements differed, perhaps this would have caused
us to question or disbelieve Watters’ account. However, he did not testify. We do not find
Watters misunderstanding of legality to warrant our discrediting all her testimony. We
believe that the threats and interrogation did occur, as testified to by Watters, and we find
them to constitute evidence of anti-union animus.

With respect to the claim that Stenhouse was monitoring Watters, we do not find
evidence to establish such. Stenhouse was presented with information which made it
reasonably appear that in May, 1990 Watters had been tardy and caused a customer to have
to wait unreasonably. There is no evidence that either Stenhouse or Wild knew that Watters
absence was excused and that fault lay elsewhere. In these circumstances we do not find
evidence of monitoring simply because Stenhouse wrote a memo to Sanbom about the
matter.

We turn to the allegations involving the reduction in Watters’ hours and her layoff.
While we accept the fact that there was a good faith judgment that there was a need to layoff

I2 We note that in Watters’ account, the dates of certain comments attributed to Sanborn do not fit neatly
into the chronology of events. While some of the dates may not be precise, we still credit the
substance of those allegations.
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numerous positions in Bloomfield, the preponderance of evidence indicates that Watters was
chosen for a reduction in hours and then laid off due to her union activities. The dramatic
reduction in hours from 35 to 7 was tantamount to a layoff, and from the circumstances
surrounding it and the weak explanation therefore, we draw a reasonable inference of
anti-union motivation. The only defense we were given for Watters’ layoff was that after
study, it was concluded that management employees were able to do some of the work they
had given to clericals  in the past, e.g., to use computers for writing their own reports. The
feasibility of this approach was claimed to be related to the fact that the Health Department
had only clerical assistance for a couple of years; management implied that Watters was
identified for layoff because she was the only clerical in the department. This explanation
might be convincing for a reduction of Watters’ hours to twenty, as Sanbom consistently and
adamantly told Watters it would be. The explanation loses credibility given Sanbom’s
subsequent conduct. Only a few hours after Sanbom had assured Watters that her job was
not in jeopardy (as she would have at least 20 hours with the Health Department, and 15
elsewhere), he then recommended to the Council that the Clerk Typist be reduced to 8 - 10
hours per week. No explanation was given to Watters or to this Labor Board for this
reversal. Sanbom was not called as a witness by the Town. Thus, we can only take
Sanborn’s assurance as a lie.

Moreover, it was never explained, and to all evidence before us, defies explanation,
as to how, in the course of only 5 weeks, Sanbom concluded that he did not need even the
seven hours per week ultimately assigned to Watters. This erratic, unexplained treatment of
Watters, following as it did on Sanbom’s interrogation and threats to Watters the previous
summer concerning her union activities, leads us to conclude that the reduction in hours and
layoff was the product of Sanbom’s anti-union animus. While the evidence falls short of
establishing Stenhouse’s complicity in this anti-union discrimination, Sanbom’s actions, as a
supervisor, are attributable to the Town.

***

In summary of the entire case:

The whole Board concludes that the Town did not commit prohibited practices with
regard to Turner, its decision to implement layoffs, the timing of Wiggins’ notification of
layoff, the actual warning and letters of reprimand issued to Archer, the suspension of
Archer and the written warning issued to Peruta.r3

The Town contends that we should defer to the pending arbitration process with respect to the issue of
the warning issued to Peruta and the one day suspension of Archer. As of the close of evidence herein,
those matters were in the arbitration process awaiting decision. In support of its contention, the Town
in its brief quotes the criteria listed in Town of Wallingford/Wallin~ord  Board of Education, Decision
No. 2885 (1991):

(continued.. .)
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The whole Board concludes that the Town did commit prohibited practices with
regard to the intimidation, interrogation, or coercion of Archer, Peruta, and Watters and the
reduction in hours and layoff of Watters.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

s/Margaret A. Lareau
Margaret A. Lareau, Chairman

s/Antonia C. Moran
Antonia C. Moran, Board Member

s/Anthonv Sbona
Anthony Sbona, Board Member

13(...continued)
We have long held that if the parties have arbitrated a grievance and the grievance
address facts that form the basis for a pending prohibited practice complaint, then we
will defer to the arbitrator’s decision already rendered as long as certain conditions
are met New Fairfield Board of Education, Decision No. 1666 (1978). In Town of
Orange, Decision No. 1581 (1977),  we adopted that rule of the NLRB in Speilberg
Mfg. Co., 112 NLRB 1080, 36 LRRM 1152 (1988). This rule holds that where the
parties have agreed to a grievance procedure culminating in binding arbitration and
where the grievance addressed to the facts which form the basis for a prohibited
practice has been submitted to arbitration, we will defer to the arbitration process if
(1) the unfair labor practice issue was presented for consideration by the arbitration
tribunal; (2) the arbitration, proceedings must appear to have been fair and regular;
(3) all parties to the arbitration proceedings must have agreed to be bound by the
award; and (4) the decision of the arbitration tribunal is not repugnant to the purposes
and policies of the Act.

Here, we have a request for prearbital deferral. Yet we have no evidence that the unfair labor practice
issue was presented to the arbitrators. (We note that more commonly the issue before arbitrators is
whether there is just cause for discipline, not the issue before us: i.e., whether the discipline was in
retaliation for union or other protected concerted activities.) Additionally, we explained in the cited
Orange case that we will not adopt pre-arbitral deferral where interpretation of the contract is not
necessary to determine whether a statutory violation has occurred. There is no evidence that
interpretation of any contract is at issue in these cases. In sum, we find  it inappropriate here to defer
to the arbitration process, noting that the issue before us is primarily one of statutory interpretation, not
contract interpretation.
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Chairman Lareau and Member Sbona conclude that the Town did commit a prohibited
practice by laying off employee Wiggins.

s/Margaret A. Lareau
Margaret A. Lareau, Chairman

s/Anthonv  Sbona
Anthony Sbona, Board Member

Chairman Lareau and Member Moran find that the Town did not commit a prohibited
practice by laying off employee Archer.

s/Margaret  A. Lareau
Margaret A. Lareau, Chairman

s/Antonia  C. Moran
Antonia C. Moran, Board Member

An Order in keeping with the above majority opinion will enter accordingly.
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DISSENTING OPINION REGARDING THE LAYOFF OF WIGGINS

I disagree with the majority’s opinion regarding Wiggins’ layoff. I note first that we
have accepted the Town’s defense that departments with workload declines were targeted for
staff reductions specifically in relation to the Building Inspector’s staff. The Town’s
unrebutted testimony about similar work decline in the Town Clerk’s office leaves me to
conclude that this office was a legitimate location for position reduction. The majority rests
its decision on its perception that Stenhouse’s testimony regarding Wiggins’ termination was
contradictory or at best unclear; I read his statements differently. Stenhouse says that when
it came to making reductions in Town Clerk’s office, he chose the least senior staff member.
The majority reads this statement to mean the member with the least time in-service. I
believe he means the position lowest in the hierarchy. Later, when he says that it was
necessary to use seniority to identify Wiggins, because she was the only person in her job
classification, I believe that he means exactly what he says. The first decision was to chose
the lowest ranking job to eliminate; there was no need for a second decision based on length
of service since there was only one clerk typist in that office. While the majority finds the
use of the term “seniority” contradictory, I believe that the word has been used in both of its
legitimate definitions. American Heritage Dictionarv:  Seniority: 1. The state of being
older or higher in rank. 2. Precedence of position, esp. by reason of longer service. And
since there was only one person in the position, he did not need to use tradition seniority
rules to identify her. I find his justification believable. I accordingly dissent.

s/Antonia  C. Moran
Antonia C. Moran
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DISSENTING OPINION REGARDING THE LAYOFF OF ARCHER

I disagree with the majority’s opinion that the decision to layoff Archer was not
motivated by anti-union animus. In analyzing the work relationship between Wild and
Archer the majority has acknowledged that the Union has met its burden to show that much
of the adverse actions taken against Archer were the result of anti-union animus. The
question remains whether or not this animus translated into a decision to terminate Archer. I
believe that it did.

In analyzing this issue the majority focuses upon Stenhouse’s testimony and finds his
decision to be logical. I find his testimony to be contradictory and believe that it fails to
refute the union’s m facie case.

Stenhouse initially testified that Archer was laid off because Wild would be able to
assume her work as Clerk of the Council and that he had done a study that showed that
management people, including himself, could do their own word processing of letters and
memos. He also stated that Archer was less senior than Wild.

However, Stenhouse later testified that the methodology he used in determining
layoffs was primarily driven by the economy. He also stated that seniority was not a criteria
that he used in selecting individuals for layoff. Thus, we are faced with several conflicting
and shifting testimony as to why Archer was laid off.

First, we note that Stenhouse gave conflicting testimony regarding the role of
seniority in effectuating layoffs. In regard to Archer, he testified that she was less senior to
Wild, implying that it was a factor in his decision. However, he later testified that seniority
played no role in his decision to effectuate layoffs.

Addressing next Stenhouse’s overall plan for effectuating layoffs, I note that there was
no evidence offered to prove that there was a decline in Archer’s workload due to the decline
in the economy. The Council was still required to meet and conduct the Town’s business.
Therefore, unlike the situation in the Building and Land Use Departments where there was
substantial reduction in workload, targeting Archer for layoff does not comport with
Stenhouse’s stated plan for making reductions. To be sure, having Wild assume Archer’s
duties is a logical outgrowth of his decision to lay off Archer but that reason standing alone
fails to sufficiently address Archer’s layoff. As for the fact that Stenhouse did a study to
determine that professional staff could do their own typing of letters and memoranda, I fail to
see how this study relates to the work performed by Archer. Her primary responsibilities
were to attend various council meetings and record their proceedings. This responsibility
included the listening and transcribing of audio tapes and the final preparation of the minutes
for these meetings. Thus, having professional staff type their own memos and letters would
have absolutely no impact upon the Council’s need to have its meetings recorded and
indexed.
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The majority finds this testimony too sparse to draw any conclusion as to what
Stenhouse meant in this regard and suggests that it is just as likely that he meant that by
having professional staff type their own letters, it freed Wild to attend council meetings.But
the sparseness of the testimony cuts against the Town not for it as the majority believes.
Clearly, the Union has met its burden of proving anti-union animus. The burden has now
shifted to the Town to explain clearly and consistently its rationale for terminating Archer,
especially since these reasons fail to conform to Stenhouse’s overall budget reduction plan.
Given this testimony, I believe that the Town has failed to articulate a legitimate and
coherent reason for Archer’s layoff. I conclude that notwithstanding the budgetary reasons
for layoffs in general, Archer’s termination was substantially motivated by her Union
activity.

s/Anthony Sbona
Anthony Sbona
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ORDER

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby

ORDERED that the Town of Bloomfield shall:

I. Cease and desist from:
a.

b.

discriminating against its employees because of their union or other protected,
concerted activities;
interfering, restraining or coercing its employees in the exercise of their
protected rights.

II. Take the following affirmative steps which the Board finds will effectuate the purposes of
the Act:

a. reinstate employees Fran Wiggins and Diana Watters;

b. make whole employees Fran Wiggins and Diana Watters for any loss of
compensation or benefits they may have suffered as a result of their layoff;

c . Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty (60) consecutive days from
the date of posting, in a conspicuous place where the employees of the bargaining unit
customarily assemble, a copy of this Decision and Order in its entirety.

d. Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its office in the Labor
Department, 200 Folly Brook Boulevard, Wethersfield, Connecticut, within thirty (30) days
of the receipt of this Decision and Order of the steps taken by the Town of Bloomfield to
comply herewith.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS
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CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this 30th day
of November, 1994 to the following:

Santo Franzo, Connecticut Director
NAGE/IBPO
346 Main Street
Cromwell, Connecticut 06416

Donald W. Strickland, Esq.
Siegel, O’Connor, Schiff & Zangari, P.C.
370 Asylum Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06103

Catherine E. Monschein, Esq.
NAGE/IBPO
346 Main Street
Cromwell, Connecticut 064 16

Louie  Chapman, Town Manager
Town of Bloomfield
Town Hall, 800 Bloomfield Ave.
Bloomfield, CT 06002

Barbara Ann Williams, Personnel Director
Town of Bloomfield
Town Hall, 800 Bloomfield Avenue
Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002

Ms. Lisa Ann Turner
22 Englewood Avenue
Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002

Ms. Barbara Peruta
P. 0. Box 53
Farmington, Connecticut 06034

Ms. Diana Watters
28 Terry Plains Road
Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002
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Ms. Susan Archer
11 Maple Edge Drive
Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002

’ Agent
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations
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